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New Fall Festival
OCTOBER 9 & 10

THE VILLAGE AT SQUAW VALLEY
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CELEBRATE ALL THINGS LOCAL
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In the event of a wildfire or an 

emergency situation, law 

enforcement and fire agencies 

issue evacuation warnings or 

evacuation orders for impacted 

areas. These notices are issued 

for specific zones. Knowing 

your zone is critical to the 

evacuation process.

Visit the following link:
community.zonehaven.com

Enter your address into the 
search bar

Find your zone in the 
pop-up window and write it 
down

1

2

3

community.zonehaven.com
www.Pacif icCrestWP.com

William Austin and John Manocchio are Registered Representatives and Investment Adviser Representatives with/and offer securities 
and advisory services through Commonwealth Financial Network®, Member FINRA/SIPC, a Registered Investment Adviser.

CA Insurance #0D20353 and #0H73423. Commonwealth Financial Network® does not provide legal or tax advice.

The shortest distance between these 

two points is  a financial plan.

Let an independent financial advisor help you craft a 
plan that puts your interests and objectives first. 

That’s an approach that makes sense in 
these—or any—market conditions.

 530-563-5250   
bill@pacificcrestwp.com | jcmanocchio@pacificcrestwp.com

11209 Brockway Rd, Ste C203, Truckee, CA 96161

Bil l  Aust inCFP® and John ManocchioCFP®

CalmPANIC
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COMPILED BY BECCA LOUX/MOONSHINE INK

DO TELL !
Welcome to the personal housing crisis issue, in which we’ll be delving into the 
stories of Truckee/North Lake Tahoe residents who’ve been displaced due to the 
evolving housing crisis, as well as what individuals on the ground are taking the 
initiative to do to be a part of the solution. With all that heavy housing talk, we 
want to take a pause at the start of this paper to honor the choices that many of 
our residents made at one point to settle in the mountains. 

What made you decide to move to the Tahoe/Truckee region? 

TERRI MOLINA, Truckee
Retired resource specialist; water protector 

Family.

SANDIE CARLSON DAVIS, Truckee
Owner, Heat-Tech; chorus, worship leader

I married a long-time local boy which kind of forced my 
hand. It was 1984 and I immediately fell in love with 
these mountains. When he passed away in 1990, leaving 
me with two baby boys, [I stayed] ... This community, 
especially Truckee, is incredible. Those two boys continue 
to work here, though only one can live here while paying 
crazy rent so their kids can be raised here.

ALLEN RAULET, Kings Beach
Graphic designer

The landscape brought us. The community kept us. 

JULIA LAWRENCE, Truckee
Retired teacher, TTUSD

We came to Truckee 35 years ago for many reasons. 
Among those are access to beautiful, serene trails, and 
tranquil neighborhoods, and a community of town folk who 
truly care for one another.

STACEY FITE, Truckee
Employee, Mountain Comfort Furnishings

Snowboarding in 1993!

THRIFT STORE
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

DO YOU LOVE THRIFTING?

SIGN UP AT PETNETWORK.ORG/VOLUNTEER
CALL (775)  548-5049 OR EMAIL NMCCLAIN@PETNETWORK.ORG

760 MAYS BLVD SUITES 9 & 10,  INCLINE VILLAGE, NV 89451
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Hospitality & Business A/V 
& Surveillance Solutions

Automated Lighting  
& Home Control

Heating | A/C  & 
Energy Management

Single Touch 
Entertainment Systems

HD Surveillance 
& Cloud Recording

Integrated Remote 
Management Solutions

Serving Tahoe & Truckee

CA LIC #: 824467

DtechTahoe.com
530-386-0494 CA LIC #: 824467
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I’m one of the lucky ones. 
Although I’ve moved fi ve 
times in over two years since 
joining the Moonshine family 
and relocating to the Tahoe/
Truckee region, I’ve been 
blessed with opportunities.

It’s exhausting. During three 
lengthy housing hunts, I’ve 
danced around the worldwide 
web, kept cautiously hopeful 
tabs open all the time, and 
sent follow-up after follow-up 
email. Each time: Deep breath. 
Here we go again. Is this … the
one? 

Cue to graciously thank-
ing representatives for 
waaaay-too-expensive or you-
don’t-have-the-credit-for-that 
or no-sorry-I-can’t-live-in-a-
one-bedroom-cottage-with-
three-housemates let downs. 
The packing of husky and 
homely possessions into a 
car that’s groaning under the 
weight. The constant ebb and 
fl ow of free furniture into and 
out of my life. All told, I’d 
estimate I’ve spent nearly half 
my time in the region thus 
far in a moderate to extreme 
housing panic. 

Yet for those familiar with 
our housing crisis — acceler-
ated and exacerbated by the 
Covid-19 pandemic and its 
wave of new residents and 
opportunities served up with 
a heaping side of culture clash 
and growth — it is clear that 
my story is not singular. 

According to data released 
in June by the Mountain 

Housing Council, “more 
than 200 affordable units 
[are] under construction and 
expected to open this summer 
and fall in our region,” yet the 
organization’s analysis (which 
is part of an update to the 
Workforce Housing Needs 
Assessment released in 2016) 
suggests that the region’s 
current total unmet housing 
need is roughly 9,500 units, 
a 1,000-plus increase in need 
since the 2016 report. 

This month, we present a 
“memorial wall” for displaced 
local residents, p. 11, honor-
ing those who had to leave 
the area because they simply 
couldn’t fi nd housing. Also, we 
highlight people who are tak-
ing the prerogative to combat 
the issue themselves, p. 16. 

During my personal journey 
with housing anxiety, I settled. 
Before fi nding the Kings 

Beach artist haven I moved 
into this June (my gratitude 
for being there is through the 
roof), my landing spots have 
included: 

1) Crashing at my dad’s and 
his partner’s home when 
I fi rst arrived in what was 
supposed to be a short stay 
but turned into almost half 
a year

2) A tiny home shared with 
one other human and two 
dogs in which my bedroom 
was what I called “The 
Cave,” a loft designed for 
kids or pets or occasional 
lounging with knee-standing 
room only 

3) A spacious-yet-dilapidated 
Glenshire abode found on 
Craigslist and shared with 
six strangers before I had 
a car, complete with a cool 
fi ve-mile Legacy Trail bike 
or skate commute

4) Finding myself houseless 
at the start of a pandemic 
and holing up in my mom’s 
timeshare on Donner Pass 
during the period that 
second homeowners weren’t 
visiting their homes 

Note the pattern here? My 
family’s support is astronomi-
cal, and without having them 
in the area to fall back on in 
between unexpected housing 
downfalls I’d never have been 
able to stay in this region this 
whole time. 

My experience has been an 
opportunity to check my 
own privilege, but secure, 
affordable housing is a basic 
need and should be a right. 
We shouldn’t settle for these 
unsettling stories.  

ON THE COVER: SEARCHING IN VAIN

PUBLISHER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Mayumi “Part of Your 
World” Elegado
(mayumi@moonshineink.com)

CULTURE EDITOR
Juliana “Tequila” 
Demarest
(juliana@moonshineink.com)

DIGITAL CONTENT EDITOR
Becca “Halo” Loux 
(becca@moonshineink.com)

 NEWS REPORTER
Alex “Killing Me Softly“ 
Hoeft
(alex@moonshineink.com)

COPY EDITOR
Laura “Beer Run” Read 
 GRAPHIC DESIGN
Alex Hoeft
Sarah “9 to 5“ Miller
(sarah@moonshineink.com)

 PHOTOGRAPHER
Wade “Beat It” Snider
(wade@moonshineink.com)

CIRCULATION
Scott “Rapture” Robinson
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
Dawn Andreoni, Sierra Demarest, Judy DePuy, 
Bill Dietz, Aimee Fuszard, Jackie Ginley, Eve 
Quesnel, Holly Verbeck

CONTRIBUTING ARTIST
Mike English

M O O N S H I N E  I N K  S T A F F
What are our go-to karaoke songs?

Dislocation Disorientation 

ABOUT THE PHOTO  
From rental shortages, to bidding wars, 
to fi re zone considerations, there is an all 
around “plight” of house and home that 
can go in any direction and we all seem 
to be at its will. The struggle is real; and 
it’s a real struggle. 

ABOUT THE ARTIST 
Long-time local artist Sarah Miller, along 
with her husband, narrowly dodged the 
displacement train when the owners of their 
then-rental decided to sell. They’re ecstatic 
at having found a home in the area, but with 
fi res every summer, they question now if that 
was a blessing or a curse.
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850 N. LAKE BLVD, TAHOE CITY
530-583-8100 | LIGHTHOUSESPA.COM

You’re atention 
is needed.

Where looking for

keen-eyed folks.keeeeneeneeeeeenn

Does this bother u? 
R u are next copee editer.
Your a neccessary edition

to our teem. 

Send your resume 
and a short graph on why 
you would like to be our 

next copy editor to
staff@moonshineink.com

Interested in being a part of 
the Moonshine team?

BECCA LOUX, Ink digital content editor, 
has moved mountains to stay in them. 
One of her many moves in the fi ve years 
since she landed in Tahoe involved a lot 
of work to make things fi t right. Photo 
illustration by Sarah Miller

EDITOR’S NOTE
By Becca Loux
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C O N T R I B U T O R S Moonshine Ink’s print edition releases the 
second Thursday of each month. Printed 
with soy inks on recycled paper. Opinions 
and conclusions expressed are those of 
authors and do not necessarily reflect those of 
Ink staff or advertisers. Become a member at 
moonshineink.com/members. For advertising 
info, email sales@moonshineink.com. Print 
subscriptions are $25/year at moonshineink.
com/subscribe. Stay in the know via 
moonshineink.com/enews.

Issue Deadline
Oct 14 – Nov 10 30 Sept 
Nov 11 – Dec 8 28 Oct 
Dec 9 – Jan 12 30 Dec
These are the drop-dead deadlines. 
However, if you want your submission 
considered, please send it in early.  
For info, email info@moonshineink.com.

10137 Riverside Dr., Truckee CA 96161 
(530) 587-3607 ph  |  (530) 587-3635 fax

WADE SNIDER, a creature born of the Blue 
Ridge Mountains, has been Moonshine’s 
staff photographer for the past few years. 
He has held tight as the winds of change 
have circled around him, but now he must 
let go, allowing those winds to lead him in 
whichever direction they choose. 

THE HOUSING CRISISTHE HOUSING CRISIS
11  |  Faces of the Displaced

They aren’t here anymore, but they are our educators, laborers,  
friends, and neighbors, nonetheless.  

Presenting: the Ink’s memorial wall for locals  
displaced by the housing crisis.

16  |  The Happy Side of Housing
For these Truckee/North Tahoe homeowners, keeping fellow locals 

around means foregoing the windfall of renting short term or selling at 
high rates, and instead focusing on the community.

F E AT U R E S

M O O N S H I N E  M E M B E R SM O O N S H I N E  M E M B E R S

8  |  Local Reporters on the Streets 
It’s a prerequisite for good journalism

H O M E  F R O N TH O M E  F R O N T

37  |  Market Watch

38  |  How’s the Market? 
Is real estate seeing a cool-down?

39  |  Space It Up 
Winter is coming: Do these things now.

M O U N T A I N  L I F EM O U N T A I N  L I F E

40  |  Kids’ Perspective 
The weight of the world can be heavy 
on the minds of kids.

49  |  Feel Good 
Spreading sunshine to the frontline

S P O R T S  &  O U T D O O R S S P O R T S  &  O U T D O O R S 

42  |  Soak It In 
Find your center with forest therapy.

S O U L  K I T C H E NS O U L  K I T C H E N

43  |  Summer’s Last Stand 
Stretch out the flavors of the season.

A R T S  &  C U L T U R EA R T S  &  C U L T U R E

44  |  Entering the Virtual Valley 
Embracing change after five decades

T A P  C A L E N D A RT A P  C A L E N D A R

46  |  What’s Happening? 
Featured community events and 
announcements

47  |  Get Out & Go 
Darci Lynne and Friends Live at the GSR

Y O U R  C A N V A SY O U R  C A N V A S

50  |  Puzzle Page 
Crossword; Sudoku; The Stars; A 
Challenge

51  |  Parting Shot 
Circus by Tina Basich Haller

N E W SN E W S
19  |  Your Resource for Surviving 
Wildfire
Our team sifted through the mountain 
of information out there and put 
together a concise list to visit now.

20  |  You Asked. They Answered.
Lake Tahoe will stop flowing into the 
Truckee River; Tahoe City Lodge set to 
begin construction

22  |  News Briefs 
National forests closed; a fire is quickly 
quenched on DPR; Sierra Watch 
declares victory over Alterra; Lake Tahoe 
is in threat; more

26  |  In the Past
Where the wagons once rolled: The 
highly traveled Dutch Flat-Donner Lake 
Wagon Road is still visible.

28  |  Business Feature
No days off, no employees, no end in 
sight. That is the plight for local home-
industry trade owners.

30  |  Business Briefs 
Ikon pass expands to two new European 
ski hill destinations; NLTRA director of 
global communications moves on; total 
skier visits up 22% in California; more

O P I N I O NO P I N I O N
4  |  Do Tell
Why did you move to Tahoe/Truckee?

6  |  Editor’s Note 
Not being a housing displacement 
statistic is stressful. 

32  |  My Shots 
Incline Village Pet Network provides 
vital services for Tahoe’s furry friends; 
the death of a mountain town; Tahoe 
Donner Lodge proposal perspectives

36  |  Readers Reflect
Response to A Force Named Sandy; 
Defining the End of Caldor and Dixie; 
more

N I P  1 0V I N T A G E  1 9

TAKE THAT! A red flag weather alert and well-staffed firefighting agencies quickly put a damper 
on a Donner Lake structure fire on Aug. 31. Read the story online at moonshineink.com. Photo 
courtesy Truckee Fire Protection District

AIMEE FUSZARD has lived in Truckee with 
her children, Olivia and Oscar, since 2015. She 
is marketing manager for Elements Mountain 
Company, and lives in Tahoe Donner with 
her husband, Duke, and their four teenagers. 
Aimee loves to ski, bike, and spend as much 
time as possible at the many surrounding lakes 
with her family, friends, and doggos. She writes 
about prepping your house for winter, p. 39.

JUDY DEPUY is a member of the Donner 
Summit Historical Society and a board 
member of the Museum of Truckee History 
and Truckee Donner Railroad Society. She 
has an engineering degree and an MBA, 
but her passion is sharing the history of 
Truckee, see p. 26. Judy resides here with 
her husband and their ever-faithful dog, 
Morticia.

One of the newer Moonshine lovers, 
BABY Z, was born to the Ink’s news 
reporter, Alex Hoeft, on June 18. Still in 
her human blob phase, Z is super into 
sleeping a lot, eating a lot, and passing 
waste a lot. She’s also started giggling. 
Check out what Z’s mom wrote this month 
between all the feeding, diapering, and 
doting, p. 16.

10
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While local newspapers make up 
only 25% of the country’s media 
outlets, they are responsible 
for half of the country’s original 
reporting, stories that get picked 
up by bigger outlets every day 
— a striking fact reported by 
NiemanLab in 2019. Who’s writing 
these stories that essentially com-
prise 50% of our historical record? 
Journalists like me.

As a journalist for 25 years, I have 
reported for newspapers from 
small-town West Virginia to Vail, 
Colorado; Washington, D.C.; and 
the Bay Area. For the past 16 
years I have lived in Tahoe, writing 
for the Sierra Sun, Tahoe Weekly, 
Moonshine Ink, and the now-
defunct Tahoe World. I reported in 
the streets of our nation’s capital 
during 9/11, in San Francisco City 
Hall for the legalization of same-sex 
marriages, at Lake Baikal in Russia, 
and about Tahoe’s housing crisis. 

Of all the locales I have reported in 
and on, small towns have my heart 
and soul because of the people who 
live in them and the closeness of 
our connections. Everyone has a 
story to tell, and Tahoe has some of 
the best because the history here is 

rich, and the locals 
have so much 
passion for their 
mountain hamlet. 
I moved to North 
Tahoe as a young 
reporter, but soon 
became ingrained 
in the fabric of 
the culture and 
lifestyle. Now I am 
a solid member of 
the community. 

And being an 
established com-
munity member 
means people trust 
me. They tell me 
things. It was not 
that way when I 
moved here more 
than 16 years ago. 
It took me a long 
time to gain the 
trust of Tahoe’s 
longtime citizens. 
And I work hard to keep that trust. 

Recent stories I authored were 
dependent on my living in the 
community I report on. I run into 
sources at the post offi ce, in the 
local art shop where I work, and 
at restaurants I frequent. These 
sources know I write for Moonshine 
Ink and trust that I, and the news-
paper, will tell their stories with the 
honesty and thoroughness that the 
Ink is known for. 

Last month, I was at a dead end 
on a piece about the history of the 
Lake Tahoe Shakespeare Festival. 

But, I happened to 
run into a longtime 
local at the Kings 
Beach post offi ce 
whom I knew was 
familiar with Tahoe’s 
history. I introduced 
myself, and grabbed 
my notebook from 
my car as she began 
telling me stories 
and details that I 
was looking for. I 
jotted down her 
contact information, 
as well as contacts of 
others she gave me. 
That information 
became the heart of 

the article. All due to a visit to the 
post offi ce.

The articles in Moonshine Ink are 
written by hard-working local 
reporters seeking out stories 
important to our — yours and my 
— community. We talk to people. 
We ask questions. We make sure we 
get the story right. For our readers.

Tahoe’s current housing crisis 
is pushing out the workforce at 
an alarming rate. That no doubt 
includes young reporters, which 
means the seeds for tomorrow’s his-
tory will not be planted. That would 
eviscerate our local newspapers, 
and Tahoe/Truckee would lose a key 
part of its democratic ecosystem. 
Because without local journalism, 
local democracy suffers.  

“Accurate journalism isn’t just 
now more important now than 
ever; independent, close-to-home 

reporting has always — and will 
always — be a life-giving resource 
to communities, because informa-
tion is foundational to modern life,” 
wrote journalism professor and 
reporter Matt Laslo, in an opinion 
piece for an NBC website in April 
2020. “Accurate data and free 
speech together are empowering, 
and actionable.”

Small communities like Tahoe/
Truckee rely on local newspapers 
to be its eyes and ears, to keep 
a tab on government and issues, 
and to help share the community 
stories. I cannot imagine our 
mountain community without 
Moonshine Ink. The storytelling 
and accuracy in reporting the 
publication provides is needed now 
more than ever. To keep reporters 
on the street — in our community 
— this newspaper needs your 
support. 

speech together are empowering, 
and actionable.”

Small communities like Tahoe/
Truckee rely on local newspapers 
to be its eyes and ears, to keep 
a tab on government and issues, 
and to help share the community 
stories. I cannot imagine our 
mountain community without 

is pushing out the workforce at 
an alarming rate. That no doubt 
includes young reporters, which 
means the seeds for tomorrow’s his-
tory will not be planted. That would and to help share the community 

stories. I cannot imagine our 
mountain community without 
Moonshine Ink
and accuracy in reporting the 
publication provides is needed now 
more than ever. To keep reporters 
on the street — in our community 

means the seeds for tomorrow’s his-
tory will not be planted. That would 
eviscerate our local newspapers, 
and Tahoe/Truckee would lose a key 
part of its democratic ecosystem. 
Because without local journalism, 

“Accurate journalism isn’t just 
now more important now than 
ever; independent, close-to-home 

REPORTERS ON THE LOCAL STREETS

 Membership 
Update

MEMBER

shine
MOONSHINE INK

BY KARA FOX
Special to Moonshine Ink

REPORTER IN THE WILD: Reporter Kara Fox interviews Mark Pearson, owner of Big Bear Automotive Repair, for this 
month’s article on overworked home service trade industry business owners. Photo by Rene Ortega

POSTED LOVE: Many readers have sent in checks with notes of 
appreciation. Thank you, dear readers! It keeps us keeping on.

HOW COVID AFFECTS MOONSHINE
The uncertainty the latest coronavirus wave brings with it means 
businesses and organizations face foggy futures with lower sales 
and canceled events. That means fewer advertisers for the paper. 
Yet the need for community journalism has never been more acute.
If you have considered supporting the Ink with a membership, 
now is a great time to take the leap. moonshineink.com/members
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Andy Schwartz
Alison Schwedner
Justin Seago
Lauren Shearer
Wendy Shelton
Rod Simmons
Janae Smith
Laurel Spivock
Greg Stach
Sally Sterling
(Anonymous Donor)
(Anonymous Donor)

(Anonymous Donor)
Kim Stewart
Alex Stodtmeister
(Anonymous Donor)
Thomas & Carla Stokes
Wendy Sumner
Arthur Takaki & Brita 
Tryggvi
Stefan Tampe
Christina Temple
William Thauvette
Kristi & Chris Thompson
Steven Thompson
Ed & Janet Thorp
David Tirman
Katharina Tonett
Margery Tonna
Michael Turner
Nelson & Edna Van 
Gundy
Katharine Veni
Terri Viehmann
Emily Vitas
Maria VonDerAhe 
Harrison
Linda Welch
Jean Wernette
Laura Whittall
grazyna wicik
Kathleen Williams
Carol Wilson
(Anonymous Donor)
Karen Witt
Laurie Woods
Jennifer & Todd Zaayer
Katie Zanto
Anna Zara
Bonnie Zellers
David Zimmerman
Mark Zimring
Dave Zook
William & Diane Zuendt

SUSTAINER $120+ annually

 
SteveSchmiersJewelry.com  ·  530.583.5709

FABULOUS DIAMOND RINGS

Since 1977

Is it time  
to reset 
yours?

“ N
ot 
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”

Lisa Ascher
Walter Auerbach
Tom Ballou
Alison Bermant
Cedar Glen Lodge
Sierra College
Ruth Cross
Kerry Daane
Gary Davis
Kristi Denton Cohen
Ann Diemer

Jessie Eastman
Elizabeth Evans
Dan Haas
Jon Hartung
Pam & Tom Hobday
(Anonymous Donor)
Gretchen Corbin & KC 
Seymour
Andie Keith
(Anonymous Donor)
Christopher Kohlhardt

Lisa Laliotis
Laurel & Tom Lippert
Dale Livezey
Jeff Loux
(Anonymous Donor)
John Radebold
Mike Richardson
Clay & Lori Richey
Andrew Ryan
Laura & Mike Ryan
Scott Ryan

Chris Ryman
M.C. Sabarese 
Jimmy Self
Kathryn Shaffer
Ian Simmons
(Anonymous Donor)
Georgia Smith
Lee & Teri Smith
Heather Solomon
Kassie Stone
 

Tahoe Truckee  
Sierra Disposal
Jeanette & Andrew Terry
In memory of  
René Kaldunski
Kimberly Warren
Tom Watson
Jennifer Wayman
Jane Weeks
Alonzo Wickers
Brian Wright
Jan & Louise Zabriskie

WARRIOR $600+ annually

Jeff Dalton
Roxanne Duffield
Kathleen Eagan &  
James Duffy 
 

Sierra Mountain  
Mortgage
Steven Jolly
Stefanie Olivieri 
 

Pomin’s Tahoe  
Hot Tubs
Graham Powell
The Rayfield Family
 

Ryan Group 
Architects
Rick Stephens
Kenneth & Lynne 
Weakley

Michael 
Witherspoon
Lois Zell

MOONSHINE INK MEMBERS
BECOME A MEMBER TODAY AT MOONSHINEINK.COM/MEMBERS

30 Year Business for Sale

30 Year Business for Sale

Inquire at backstreetframers@att.net

10099 Jibboom Street10099 Jibboom Street
IN  HISTORIC  DOWNTOWN  TRUCKEEIN  HISTORIC  DOWNTOWN  TRUCKEE

BACKSTREETBACKSTREET
FR AMERS FR AMERS && GALLERY GALLERY

530-587-1409530-587-1409
backstreetframers.combackstreetframers.com

 11am - 4pm  |  Tuesday – Saturday 11am - 4pm  |  Tuesday – Saturday

(530) 587-3607
sales@moonshineink.com

Shop Local. Eat Local.
Spend Local. Think Local.

ADVERTISE LOCAL.

Place your ad in the next
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SOCIALIZESOCIALIZEGot a tip? Email us at editors@moonshineink.com.

NEWS Published Aug. 11 
By Becca Loux

It wasn’t just our fi ve solid wins 
from the National Newspaper 
Association, announced last 
month, that made us smile, 
but also the constructive and 
complimentary feedback from the 
judges.

Full story at moonshineink.com/tahoe-news/recognition

Recognition for the Minds 
Behind Moonshine

NEWS, CORONAVIRUS Published Aug. 26
By Alex Hoeft

As the Delta variant of SARS-
CoV-2 accelerates positive cases 
in Truckee/North Lake Tahoe, 
local vaccination rates don’t keep 
up.

Full story at moonshineink.
com/tahoe-news/rising-covid-

19-case-numbers

Rising Covid-19 
Case Numbers, Slow 
Immunization Rates, 
Renewed Mandates

ON FIRE, NEWS

Defi ning the End of Caldor and Dixie
As the Caldor and Dixie fi res pour smoke into the Tahoe Basin 
from both sides, every single minute can make or break contain-
ment success.

Full story at moonshineink.com/tahoe-news/defi ning-the-end

Published Aug. 27 
By Alex Hoeft

Donner Lake Fire Gets Rapid 
Response

At 5:15 p.m. on Mon., Aug. 30, the Truckee Fire Protection District 
responded to reports of an explosion and fi re in a home on the 
north shore of Donner Lake. As nearby residents watched in alarm, 
dark smoke wafted upward from the single-structure blaze, and a 
slew of agencies descended — including Cal Fire, the U.S. Forest 
Service, and local fi re districts providing mutual aid assistance. 

Full story at 
moonshineink.com/tahoe-news/donner-lake-fi re-gets-

rapid-response

Published Sept. 1 
By Laura Read, Alex HoeftON FIRE, NEWS
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BY BECCA LOUX
Moonshine Ink
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IN MEMORIAM  >>>

  p. 12

 An ode to Tahoe/Truckee people 
displaced by the housing crisis

HOUSING
CRISIS

They’re our teachers, our health 
and wellness professionals, 

our chefs, servers, ski coaches, 
childcare providers, law enforce-
ment, scientists, technicians, 
operators. They’re our neighbors, 
our local acquaintances, our 
friends. They’re us … but they 
don’t live here anymore.

“I never thought this housing crisis 
would affect us,” wrote 43-year 
resident and plumbing business 
owner Sarah Milner to the Ink. Yet 
it has, along with hundreds of other 
residents displaced by not being 
able to fi nd adequate housing.

Over the past few months, 
Moonshine gathered the stories 
of Tahoe/Truckee residents who 
left the region not by choice, but 
due to the ongoing and worsen-
ing housing crisis. While some 
respondents relocated between 
2016 and 2019, 58% have had to 
move during the past year and 
a half since Covid hit, with only 
one respondent displaced prior 
to 2016. Still others, especially 
in and around Truckee, remain in 
the region but are living in their 
vehicles or moving regularly in 
order to be able to stay.

Overall, those displaced locals 
represented in this piece have 
lived a combined total of 665 
years in the Tahoe/Truckee region.

It’s a widespread problem; for 
example the Mountain Housing 
Council recently updated its 2016 
housing needs assessment, which 
finds that the region’s unmet 
housing need is currently roughly 
9,500, up 1,000 or 12% from the 
original report. Data is key, but 

it can be hard to remember that 
these numbers represent people’s 
lives. Hearing the details puts 
flesh on the bones of statistics. 

In the stories shared with 
Moonshine, specifi c housing-related 
reasons for moving vary broadly 
but there are strong trends like 
houses being sold unexpectedly 
with short notice and dramatic 
rent or mortgage jumps. Many 
respondents reported that their 
landlords sold their rental houses, 
and fi nding a new rental situation 
was impossible or unaffordable. 
Ten-year resident Kristin Bartlett 
described how her “landlord gave 
us a 10-day notice of a 45% rent 
increase.” Eleven-year local resi-
dent Amy Benton’s landlord gave 
her family 30 days to move out 
while she was seven months preg-
nant. Pia Newman was “looking to 
buy [her] fi rst home but couldn’t 
fi nd anything in my price range of 
$300,000 to $350,000.”  

Other respondents spoke of giving 
up on purchasing their first home 
in the area, with 19-year resident 
Coral Taylor putting it plainly: 
“We would love to be able to 
afford to live back in the Truckee/
Tahoe area, but it seems infeasible 
at this time. Also, the existing 
infrastructure doesn’t seem to 
support the increased amount of 
full-time residents and visitors, 
which has contributed to a dimin-
ishing of the quality of life.”

Troy Cook, an excavation con-
tractor who grew up in Truckee 
and lived in the region his whole 
life before relocating to Reno, 
described in colorful terms what 
he’d resorted to before leaving the 
region: “I was 32, had four other 

roommates living in a tiny house, I 
was running a welding/excavation 
business out of an E-Z Up in my 
front yard, and had three trucks 
and numerous pieces of heavy 
equipment. It was Third World 
living. I needed my own house 
and refused to buy a million-dollar 
shithole in Tahoe.”

And it’s not just a crisis for 
the actively displaced. One 
respondent who asked to remain 
anonymous and thus is not 
included in the memorial wall 
on the following pages described 
the constant anxiety in Tahoe/
Truckee’s difficult and unpredict-
able housing market from being 
under the threat of displacement. 

“I am not even paying month-
to-month rent; we are living day 
to day,” wrote the person, who 
has lived in Truckee for six years 
while working as a teacher. For 
that respondent and her family, 
everything is “depending on 

when the house goes into escrow 
and sells. We have looked into 
multiple rentals, only to be half an 
hour from signing a lease and the 
owners decide to sell. It has been 
a nightmare and our backup plan 
is to move to Reno and commute 
to work in Truckee.” 

She is not alone: Out of 40 recently 
displaced locals who reached out 
to the Ink, 16 moved to Reno, a 
whopping 40%. Other destina-
tions include Sierraville, Graeagle, 
Sonora, and Quincy in California; 
Sparks and Carson City in Nevada; 
and other states like Idaho, Ohio, 
Washington, and Oregon. A 
number of respondents are still in 
the region, but have bounced from 
housing situation to housing situa-

tion or become mobile by making 
their vehicles home base.

Joanne Burke, who has lived in 
Truckee for eight years and works 
as a marriage and family therapist, 
has managed to remain in the 
region but is threatened by the 
fear of having to leave constantly 
due to housing costs, and is more 
worried about the effects on her 
kids than herself. “We have two 
children in the school system here 
and moving them will hurt them 
deeply,” Burke wrote.

Respondent and 36-year-resident 
Amber Higginbotham, along with 
numerous other parent respon-
dents, agrees with Burke that the 
burden lies especially heavy on 
younger residents. 

“With a studio apartment going 
for over $1,000, and no option to 
have 10 roommates with children 
(to help divide the rent), I could 
not find one thing to make it 
work,” Higginbotham, an assistant 
manager for Squaw Valley Alpine 
Meadows, wrote. 

“Then when the pandemic hit, 
housing got even further out of 
reach, with studio apartments 
jumping to over $1,500 a month 
and homes selling in less than 
24 hours with offers over the 
asking price. I had no option but 
to pack my things and move my 
family, roots and all, out of the 
area. Tearing my children from 
everything they knew and the 
friendships they have developed 
for years, it was the hardest deci-
sion I was ever forced to make.”

This project gives an inside glimpse 
of what it means when the basic 
need of shelter becomes a disap-
pearing commodity. Turn the page 
for the Ink’s “memorial wall” to 
displaced locals, a personal lens on 
the Tahoe/Truckee housing crisis.  
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Below are people who have had to leave or uproot their 
lives due to a lack of available housing. Here are their 
faces, names, occupations, numbers of years lived in 

Tahoe/Truckee, and current locations.

We asked that respondents have lived in the region at 
least fi ve years and were displaced primarily due to hous-

ing insecurity or issues. Respondents who preferred to 
remain anonymous were not included on this memorial 
wall, but were considered in the prior analysis. Photos 

were optional and we included the few respondents who 
chose only to provide a fi rst name.

BY BECCA LOUX
Moonshine Ink

OCCUPATIONAL 
THERAPIST 
ASSISTANT

11 YEARS
IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN RENOAMY BENTON

PRIVATE CHEF, 
BARTENDER 

STILL IN TRUCKEE, 
HAS MOVED THREE 

TIMES IN FOUR 
YEARS.

MICHAEL MURRAY

ENGINEER, 
YOGA TEACHER, 

MOUNTAIN 
BIKE GUIDE

19 YEARS
IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN 
EASTERN  SIERRACORAL TAYLOR

MEDICAL BILLING, TAHOE 
FOREST HOSPITAL

5 YEARS IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN
NORTHWEST RENO

Jessica Weaver

ADMINISTRATIVE SPECIALIST, 
TRUCKEE SANITARY DISTRICT
CURRENTLY LIVES IN RENO

“I haven’t yet. 

I have worked here for 5.5 years.”

Annette Wolfe

COMMUNITY IMPACT OFFICER, 
TAHOE TRUCKEE COMMUNITY 
FOUNDATION 

20 YEARS
IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN RENO

Phyllis McConn

BANKER

8 YEARS 
IN THE REGION

Remains in the area after being 
displaced because her landlord sold 
her rental, and spending months 
living at a friend’s house during a 
housing hunt. 

Danielle Christenson 

PLUMBING 
BUSINESS OWNER

43 YEARS
IN THE REGION
(WHOLE LIFE)

NOW LIVES IN RENOSARAH MILNER 

>>> Continued from p. 11
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EXCAVATION 
CONTRACTOR

32 YEARS  
IN THE REGION
(WHOLE LIFE UP 

UNTIL RECENT MOVE)

NOW LIVES IN 
SIERRAVILLETROY COOKTROY COOK

CONTRACTOR

14 YEARS 
IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN 
BEND, OREGON

Nick Sullivan

STRATEGIC 
PARTNERSHIP 

MANAGER, SQUAW 
VALLEY ALPINE 

MEADOWS

10 YEARS
IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN RENOKRISTEN BARTLETT

CAMPUS MONITOR, 
NORTH TAHOE 
HIGH SCHOOL

“MY WHOLE LIFE”

“My parents’ house in 

Tahoma (landlords sold the 

house we were living in).”
JULIA BANCROFT 

SELF-EMPLOYED 

28 YEARS
IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN RENO

SKY RONDENET 

SOFTWARE 
ENGINEER

21 YEARS
IN THE REGION

“I’ve moved into my Jeep. 

My wife and kids are staying 

with her parents. Technically 

we are ‘houseless.’”CHRIS PYLE

RETIRED CAREGIVER, 
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT  
30 YEARS
IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN OHIO 
AND WASHINGTON

Evelyn Brunner

ASSISTANT MANAGER, SQUAW 
VALLEY ALPINE MEADOWS

36 YEARS IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN SONORA

Amber Higginbotham

CLIENT SERVICE AND 
LOGISTICS

NEVER MADE IT TO REGION

As a child, her parent was displaced 
from Tahoe/Truckee. She was recently 
offered a job in the region and hasn’t 
been able to fi nd housing to live where 
she works for a year.

Rachel Hacker  

SNOW REMOVAL OPERATOR

16 YEARS IN THE REGION
“I live houseless in my bus on public 

lands. The country has turned into a 

shit show for the working classes.”

Alec

PROPERTY MANAGER, 
COMPUTER TECH

41 YEARS IN THE REGION
NOW LIVES IN RENO

Pete Todoroff 
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Simple.
Good.
Food. 

530.582.5655 
stellatruckee.com

A friendly neighborhood restaurant located 
inside the Cedar House Sport Hotel.

Scan code to 

get your mouth 

watering!

HUMAN 
RESOURCES 
MANAGER 

17 YEARS
IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN RENOPIA NEWMAN

SKI COACH 
12 YEARS IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN A VAN

Christofer
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN

13 YEARS IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN WEST RENO

Jason W.

CHILDCARE PROFESSIONAL

25 YEARS IN THE REGION
NOW LIVES IN GRASS VALLEY

Michelle
MINING/CONSTRUCTION

19.5 YEARS IN THE REGION
NOW LIVES IN RENO

Steve P.

CHEF

25 YEARS
IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN RENO

KRISTIN BORWICK 

WILDLIFE BIOLOGIST, 
U.S. FOREST SERVICE, 

SKI PATROLLER/
RESORT 

JILL-OF-ALL-TRADES

8 YEARS
IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN 
QUINCYKELLY MOSINSKI 

HOUSE CLEANER, 
FACILITY MANAGER

5 YEARS
IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN 
SPARKSGWEN LODEWYK

ENTREPRENEUR 
7 YEARS IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN RENO

Alexandria Gollhofer
ARCHITECT

7 YEARS IN THE REGION

NOW LIVES IN RENO

George Mock

RETIRED

37 YEARS IN THE REGION
NOW LIVES  NEAR GRAEAGLE

Ann McBride
SKI INSTRUCTOR/AQUATICS

31 YEARS IN THE REGION
NOW LIVES IN IDAHO

Charles Brant

 NEWS NEWS
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LUXURIOUS
ALPINE LIVING

The information provided is for informational purposes only, and is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of offers to buy any investment or property. In particular, nothing is intended to be an offer to sell 

be complete, and should not be relied upon in making any investment decisions. Offers to acquire property will only be made pursuant to separate complete set of purchase and sale documents to be 
provided by Palisades Sales and Marketing and prospective purchasers should review all such documents carefully and should seek competent legal, tax and financial advice in connection therewith. No 
property view is guaranteed and views may be altered by subsequent development and construction at the project. Dimensions, sizes, specifications, furnishings, layouts, and materials are approximate 

An intimate collection of new mountain modern homes.

palisadesatsquaw.com/experience

(530) 414-9177

The Palisades offers families a sophisticated yet 
down-to-earth alpine living experience unlike 
anything Olympic Valley has seen before. 

Limited Availability. Only 4 Homes Remain.
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NEWS

If the housing market in Truckee/
North Tahoe is standing room 

only — fi lled with generous cash 
offers from those in upper tax 
brackets of lands beyond — so too 
are the stories. You hear of teach-
ers living in cars, nurses whose 
houses are sold out from under 
them, and entire staffs who reside 
out of the area.

Not so often posted about on the 
Truckee Tahoe People Facebook 
page, however, are the happily-ever-
after tales of people who’ve found 
ways to stay in the area, even as 
the regional median home price is 
$1.11 million (p. 37). These would-
be former Tahoe-ites fi nd respite at 
the hands of individuals who make 
conscious decisions to bypass the 
wealth-generating options of selling 
at or above market value or short-
term renting, in order to commit to 
community.

“We know we are missing out on 
revenue,” said Truckee Mayor 
Anna Klovstad, who long-term 
rents a detached unit on her 

property across from Donner Lake. 
“We probably could earn twice as 
much as we currently do, [but] it’s 
worth it to us.”

Greg Cater, a homeowner in Prosser 
Lakeview who’s long-term rented 
the unit below his garage for about 
seven years now, pointed to the big 
picture benefi ts of keeping things 
local: “There is a sense that when 
you’re renting to a local you’ve got 
somebody that’s also invested in 
your street, your community.”

There are others, too. Those who’ve 
chosen to sell their homes to decades-
long friends or couples looking to 
eventually raise families. They’ll be 
the fi rst to admit it’s not a completely 
altruistic decision, that there are still 
fi nancial benefi ts they reap. But as 
Kings Beach resident Mike Tebbutt 
put it, “It’s really important and it’s 
imperative that we fi gure out how to 
keep longtime locals here.” So they do 
it in their own small ways.

They’re the few, the proud, the locals 
who rent or sell to other locals.

A conscious decision
The way Greg Cater sees it, if he 
wanted to own a hotel, he’d go and 
buy one. That’s one of the reasons 
he doesn’t choose to short-term rent 
the additional dwelling unit below 
his garage.

“We’re not in the business to change 
sheets and fresh towels and do 
those kinds of things several times 
a month, even for more money,” he 
told Moonshine Ink.

It’s nothing to do with a hatred for 
STRs; he’s a big believer in individ-
ual property rights, as long as you’re 
abiding by community ordinances. 
Rather, Cater says choosing to rent 
to a local “just seems to be the right 
thing to do.”

The fully compliant ADU beneath 
his garage has housed three indi-
viduals since Cater purchased the 
home. The fi rst tenant stayed fi ve 
years, the second stayed a year, and 
the current one has lived there for 
about eight months.

“We like the community here and 
being a part of it makes you feel 
good,” Cater said. “… [But] it’s not 
a selfl ess act on our part. We do it 
to generate some extra revenue.” 
Cater’s current rate for the unit is 
$1,340 a month.

Anna Klovstad, too, relies on renting 
out the ADU on their property for 
supplemental revenue. It’s the reason 
she and her family bought the house 
in the fi rst place in January 2013.

“It’s a pretty unique unit,” she 
said. “It’s right across the street 
from Donner Lake. It’s actually 
got a garage, it’s a single bed-
room, got a nice little patio area. 
It’s a pretty coveted little unit, as 
we have discovered.”

But the coveting only goes so far, as 
the Klovstads stick to housing long-
term renters; specifi cally, to locals.

“We made the decision early on we 
did not want to short-term rent,” 
Klovstad said. “We have always rented 
to long-term, local workforce people. 

FOR THE GOOD OF KINGS BEACH: Liz and Mike Tebbutt, pictured with their 2-year-old son, chose to sell their Kings Beach rental unit 
to local artist Sara Smith for a below-market price. Courtesy photo

Locals know they’re ‘missing out on revenue,’ 
but keeping hold of the community fabric is more important

Kicker: Caption

BY ALEX HOEFT
Moonshine Ink
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And we’ve always had that criteria 
that we wanted a long-term lease. We 
don’t use it for our personal space or 
family visiting or anything like that. 
We want a long-term lease; we want 
to support someone that’s working 
locally. We want them to have a safe 
and secure place in town.”

The situation is a choice, Klovstad 
continued. The Donner Lake home 
would’ve been out of their purchasing 
league had it not been previously 
foreclosed. Planning to rent the ADU 
out was also incorporated into the 
fi nancial decision.

“We calculated it based on long-term 
rental income pricing; we didn’t 
calculate it based on short-term 
rental pricing,” she said. “Some 
people are making that choice. They 
are buying out of their league, like 
we did, but to the point of making 
that calculation assuming short-term 
rental and that higher income. And 
that’s their choice.”

While the income might not be as 
high if the Klovstads chose to short-
term rent like some of their neighbors 
do, the benefi ts extend beyond 
fi nancial: There’s less wear and tear 
on the unit; strangers don’t come and 
go, sometimes in the middle of the 
night; and their children haven’t been 
exposed to frequent parties. To live 
in the unit, renters have to meet the 
full Klovstad family, their car has to 
fi t in the garage, and pets must get 
along. Klovstad said she’s had former 
tenants help their family in a pinch 
by grabbing takeout food in town or 
letting their dog out.

“There’s just so many untold stories 
of those types of benefi ts that can 
outweigh that little bit of extra 
money and I want people to really be 
thinking about that,” she said. “Think 
that decision through and make sure 
you’re really weighing the pros and 
the cons. It’s not just about money.”

Sweetheart locals deal
Mike Tebbutt and his wife, Liz, have 
known Sara Smith for a long time, 
upwards of 20 years. So when Smith, 
a Kings Beach resident of 21 years, 
was in search of a living situation for 
herself and her son, the Tebbutts’ 
former home ended up being the 
perfect solution.

Smith, who has lived in Tahoe/
Truckee for 25 years and owned two 
homes during that time, had been 

crashing at her art studio for a year 
at that point, after personal circum-
stances pushed her into the rental 
market. The Tebbutts, meanwhile, 
had moved a few blocks north, still 
part of the Kings Beach community 
and looking to rent out their former 
home. Smith approached the Tebbutts 
and ended up renting the house from 
them for three years.

But renting was catching up with 
Smith. “As much as I was deeply 
grateful for the opportunity to have 
a stable rental for a reasonable 
price,” she said, “having owned 
homes for so long I was also very, 
very aware of the fact that … I was 
50 and I didn’t have a retirement 
account anymore, I no longer owned 
a home, and that I really needed to 
be building something for my son 
and I, so I don’t end up on public 
assistance when I get older.”

Around the fall of 2019, Smith 
discussed with the Tebbutts the pos-
sibility of selling the house to her. 

“We talked to Sara a little about it … 
and we put that on the backburner,” 
Mike Tebbutt told the Ink. “We weren’t 
sure what we were going to do.”

For Smith, that meant she needed 
to face the reality of possibly leaving 
the area. She couldn’t afford to buy 
a house because at that point the 
market was already escalating.

“It was breaking my heart because 
I’ve spent … close to half of my 
life here and this is my home,” she 
recalled. “I stayed here very purpose-
fully and intentionally because it felt 
like home to me when I fi rst landed 
here, and has only become more so 
over the years.”

As luck would have it, the pandemic 
sped up a decision that worked to 
Smith’s benefi t. The vending busi-
ness Tebbutt owned with his brother 
took a hit amid Covid-19 and he 
resorted to a full-time landscaping 
job to make ends meet. Mike and 

Liz decided to sell to Smith as 
part of bulking up their fi nancial 
resources. They were also facing a 
signifi cant capital gains tax.

“The capital gains rule is that [a 
house/apartment/etc.] needs to be 
your primary residence for two of 
the previous fi ve years in order to 
avoid capital gains,” Mike explained. 
“So that’s what we were up against. 
Of those previous fi ve years, we had 
lived there two years. Come Oct. 1, 
[2020], that would’ve totally changed 
… [and] the house has appreciated so 
much from 1998 that the capital gains 
was going to be very signifi cant.”

The Tebbutts’ and Smith opted for 
owner-selling and -fi nancing so the 
couple could collect interest long 
term and not have  to pay realtor fees. 
The sale could move forward, but it 
had to happen quickly as there was 
only a month before the capital gains 
tax would set in. 

“It was a beautiful thing because it 
seemed that as soon as we shared 
the story that okay, these are locals 
selling to a local, everybody [apprais-
ers, insurance brokers, etc.] was 
like, oh hell yes, I’ll be there tomor-
row,” Smith said. “‘Oh, of course, 

 NEWS

“THERE IS A SENSE THAT WHEN YOU’RE 
RENTING TO A LOCAL YOU’VE GOT 
SOMEBODY THAT’S ALSO INVESTED IN 
YOUR STREET, YOUR COMMUNITY.” 

~ GREG CATER

HOME SWEET HOME: Sara Smith, pictured with her son, Asher, and their dog, Joy, sits on the porch of the Kings Beach house that she bought last 
September. To Smith, prioritizing achievable housing means we need to “understand the deep intrinsic value of community and maintaining community and 
the network and the framework of community. And that is built on people, and people having livable, sustainable lives.” Photo by Becca Loux/Moonshine Ink
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yeah, I’ll be right there. I’m going 
to bump you to the front of the 
line. Thank you very much.’ 
Even though people were crazy 
busy, as we all are in the sum-
mer, people were really rallying 
and stepping forward. We got 
this thing closed in three weeks. 
Three weeks. It was incredible.”

Smith purchased the house for a 
below-market price, something 
Mike said he and his wife did 
because they had avoided the 
capital gains tax and realtor 
fees, and because they already 
owned another home.

“We feel very fortunate and 
blessed to be in a position where 
we’re able to do that,” he added. 
“I completely understand not 
everybody is in a position to be 
able to do that … They need to do 
[what’s best] for themselves and 
what’s best for themselves in their 
life and their fi nancial security … 
But we, being in the position that 
we were in, we were able to keep 
a local here in town.”

A complete community
Steve Teshara, who moved to 
the area in 1973, is another one 
who purposely chose to sell his 
home to someone already in the 
area, and he would do it again 
and again.

After one week of listing his 
house on the market, Teshara had 
four offers on his Zephyr Cove 
home, including two current 
Tahoe families and two out-of-
towners; the highest bid came 
from a Bay Area family. But he 
bypassed them for a local couple 
looking to purchase their fi rst 
single-family home and getting 
married this fall.

“I don’t want to give away any 
numbers or anything,” said 
Teshara, who’s still living in the 
area, “but it was a decision that 
cost me considerable money. 
Yet I knew it was the right thing 
and I would do it 10 times 
over because I’ve seen what’s 
happened to people.”

The housing market, he 
continued, shouldn’t be allowed 
to dictate what a community 
looks like; it doesn’t create the 
necessary cohesion.

“Are we going to have a com-
munity here where people live 
here and work here and raise 
their families here and that 
kind of thing?” he asked. “They 
volunteer in the community, 
they’re part of the community 
fabric. Or are we going to be an 
area where people live outside 
and come to work here.

“I think it’s a really serious issue 
and for my part and for those 
who have the ability to make 
the kind of decision that I did, it 
feels like the right thing to do to 
support community.”

A Truckee resident, who 
asked to remain anonymous, 
echoed Teshara’s community 
sentiments. This property owner 
rents out a house to four indi-
viduals and a condo to one, and 
all fi ve work in Truckee or Tahoe 
City. She said that though sell-
ing the house and condo right 
now is tempting fi nancially, it’d 
mean putting members of the 
local workforce out of a house 
— “not something we need to 
do right now,” she said.

“I’ve always felt that if you work 
for a certain city you should 
live in that city or town … The 
hardest part is the teachers and 
nurses and PUD employees 
and town employees that can’t 
afford to live here … [These 
are] the people we really need 
to be part of our community.”

Mike Tebbutt dubs this concept 
a complete community, to have 
workforce housing so that 
businesses can have employees. 
A complete community also 
means those with the ability to 
provide long-term options for 
others do so.

“There’s all kinds of different 
ways to contribute,” he said. 
“Building an additional dwell-
ing unit on your house and 
renting it out at an affordable 
price instead of Airbnb-ing it. 
I think we all understand the 
draw of money and how allur-
ing it is to get the most value 
you can out of something. But 
at a certain point you need to 
consider not trying to make 
the biggest buck; you need to 
consider what’s the right thing 
to do and what makes the most 
sense for everybody.” 

NEWS
TAHOE FAMILY from p. 17

TRUCKEE/NORTH TAHOE LONG-TERM HOUSING 
PROGRAMS & RESOURCES

While this news story focuses on personal stories amid Tahoe’s 
housing crisis, agencies and organizations power on. Here’s a brief 

recap of work being done.

• Truckee Tahoe Workforce Housing Agency: A joint powers authority 
dedicated to supporting the development of workforce housing for the partners 
involved: Truckee Tahoe Airport, Tahoe Truckee Unifi ed School District, Tahoe 
Forest Health System, Truckee Donner Public Utility District, and its newest 
members, Placer and Nevada counties, and the Town of Truckee.
• Town of Truckee Workforce Rental Grant Program (partnership with 
Landing Locals)*: With the aim of unlocking existing housing stock for local 
workers, this program encourages homeowners to long-term rent units to 
members of the Truckee community. Grants exist for willing parties from $1,000 
to $10,000, as well as free tenant-matching services.
• Placer County’s Workforce Housing Preservation Program*: Also with a 
focus on existing housing units, this homebuyer assistance program seeks to 
secure housing for local workers. Homebuyers can be paid up to 15% of a down 
payment should they deed restrict their homes so only local workforce members 
can occupy them.
• Mountain Housing Council: Born out of the Tahoe Truckee Community 
Foundation, the MHC was created to accelerate achievable housing solutions. 
MHC is prepping to hold its second of two virtual community meetings on Sept. 
13, where staff will present the Regional Housing Implementation Plan and hear 
feedback from the community. 
• Washoe Tahoe Housing Partnership: The newly formed partnership looks 
to the Tahoe Prosperity Center as its convener and will coordinate a needs 
assessment and strategic plan for the Nevada parts of Tahoe’s North Shore.
* Financial incentive

LOCALS ONLY: Greg Cater has only long-term rented the unit beneath his Prosser Lakeview garage. “We’ve 
appreciated having the unit rented,” he said. “It’s always been to locals and we’ve appreciated that and it 
fi lls a need.” Photo by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink

THE HOUSING MARKET SHOULDN’T BE ALLOWED TO DICTATE WHAT 
A COMMUNITY LOOKS LIKE; IT DOESN’T CREATE THE NECESSARY 
COHESION. ~ STEVE TESHARA
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NEWS

Your key wildfire resources

“This is it. It’s go-time.”
What an indescribable feeling when the Caldor Fire 

crested the Tahoe Basin and started descending toward 
the lake. Our region braced itself as the world watched. 

ALERTWildfire web cams were witness to the rough 
night for Sierra-at-Tahoe on Sunday, Aug. 29, as seen in the 
screenshots on this page (note some shots are from Leek 
Spring Hill). Yet the 2,000-acre resort largely survived, with 
catastrophic damage thwarted through preparation and 
vigilance by ski area employees and firefighters.

To support the firefighters, your community, and your 
loved ones, and to protect your home, you must be 
prepared. 

As of press time, Caldor is a mere 29% contained 
and the Dixie Fire only 55%. The relentless fire season 
will continue and who knows what will happen … even 
minutes from this moment.

There are countless resources out there to help you 
prepare, which frankly, is downright overwhelming. So 
our team sifted through the pile and put together a 
concise list that you should check out right now. We’ve 
included QR codes to make it quick and painless; 
simply point your phone camera and shazam! When 
it’s “go-time,” you’ll already know what to do. Get 
prepared as if your life depends on it. Because it does.

~ Mayumi Elegado/Moonshine Ink

Inciweb: This interagency site aims to provide the public with a single 
source of incident-related information. Good broad landing page to 
have at the ready.

FIND OUT WHAT’S HAPPENING

ALERTWildfire: See it live with these fire cameras installed all around 
the region — a homegrown project spreading across the West like … er, 
well, um … fast.

Tahoe Living With Fire: The Tahoe Fire & Fuels Team, formed in 
2008 to coordinate the efforts of the many emergency agencies in the 
Basin, put out this swell website that is a valuable and localized public 
resource.

Cal Fire’s Ready for Wildfire is an overarching yet elegant source for 
how to create defensible space, home hardening, and evacuation plans.

GET PREPARED

GET ALERTS FOR YOUR LOCATION

Truckee: (Sorry Truckeeites, the above YATA didn’t mention the below) 

Nixle: Emergency agencies in T-town push out alerts via this information 
system. 

Zone Haven: Truckee agencies recently announced this new resource 
that divides counties into zones based on potential evacuation routes 
unique to those areas.

Our August You Asked. They Answered is loaded with pertinent direct 
links that you need. Tie into the alert systems of individual counties and 
jurisdictions. Also find resources for road closures, red flag warnings, and 
air quality. 

Tahoe Basin:
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TAHOE’S LOW FLOW

IS THE WATER OUT OF TAHOE 
REALLY GOING TO STOP 
FLOWING INTO THE TRUCKEE 
RIVER IN OCTOBER? 
Current indications are that, yes, 
in October the lake will fall below 
its natural rim and water fl ow 
through the dam at Tahoe City 
will stop.

That estimate is based on the 
current lake level, and the histori-
cal rate of lake level drop in the 
summer and fall. The lake level 
drops about 1/3 inch per week. 
Most of the drop is due to the 
high rate of evaporation at Lake 
Tahoe. Unseasonably high rainfall 
would push back the date, but 
we rarely get very much rain in 
summer.

WHAT ARE THE IMPACTS OF 
THIS LOW FLOW ON THE 
TRUCKEE RIVER? ON LAKE 
TAHOE?
For the river this means a major 
source of its water infl ow will 
stop. There still be minor inputs 
from groundwater seepage. 
There will also be infl ow from 
small streams (such as Squaw 
Creek and Donner Creek) as 
well as releases from Prosser and 
Stampede reservoirs. So, moving 
downstream, the Truckee River 
fl ow rate will increase.

The environmental impacts are 
mixed. Most creeks in the West 
have experienced drying out in 
the summer and their biota are 

adapted for this. There will be sad 
sights such as trout stranded in 
shrinking ponds with diminishing 
oxygen levels. There will also be 
environmental opportunities, such 
as chances to easily remove non-
native plants that have invaded 
certain reaches.

The impacts to Lake Tahoe are also 
mixed. Lower water levels mean 
larger beaches, although the water 
at popular beaches is far shallower. 
In some cases, the absence of water 
will kill invasive species such as 
Corbicula fl uminea, the Asian Clam. 
However, it will also be fatal for 
native clams that burrow into the 
sand at the margins of the lake. 
Recreationally, boat ramps and 
docks will end before the water’s 
edge.

WAS THIS SOMETHING THAT 
WOULD HAPPEN BEFORE THE 
DAM WAS PUT IN? 
Absolutely. Seasonal fl uctuations 
in water level are natural for all 
lakes. In the Sierra we typically 
have the highest water levels in late 
spring, and the lowest levels in late 
fall. Drier winters often give way 
to many lakes falling below their 
natural rim.

How long will these conditions last 
at Lake Tahoe? Nobody knows. 
Over the last hundred years, such 
events lasted from a few weeks to 
two to three years. Further back in 
time we know there were droughts 
that lasted hundreds of years. Lake 
Tahoe’s water level was more than 
20 feet below the current level and 
large conifers grew in what are now 
the open waters of the lake.

~ Geoff Schladow, director, UC Davis 
Tahoe Environmental Research Center

THE GRAND HOTEL

WHY IS IT TAKING SO LONG 
FOR THE TAHOE CITY LODGE 
TO COME TO LIFE? 
The answer to this question is quite 
simple: vexatious litigation.   

Soon after the project received its 
approvals from Placer County, the 
fi rst of two frivolous lawsuits was 
fi led against the project and took 
approximately one year to resolve. 
On the eve of commencing con-
struction in 2018, another equally 
frivolous suit was fi led. The process 
of resolving those lawsuits took 
nearly four years but was fi nally put 
to rest earlier this summer.

 NEWS

PARCHED RIVER TO COME; 
STALLED TAHOE CITY LODGE 

COMES TO LIFE

In the battle of elements, fi re is 
currently besting water across 
the West. Amid raging wildfi res, 
the drought continues and its 
impacts will be on stark display 
this fall as Lake Tahoe stops 
fl owing into the Truckee River. 
However, says Geoff Schladow, 
director of the UC Davis Tahoe 
Environmental Research Center, 
there are upsides to a desic-
cated waterfront.

Meanwhile, on the human-
front, the $60 million Tahoe City 
Lodge has been lodged on 
readers’ radar for some time. As 
the North Shore’s fi rst new major 
hotel in more than half a cen-
tury, the project was approved 
in 2017 and proceeded with 
the demolition of the existing 
Henrikson building in 2019, but 
actual construction of the lodge 
has been stalled in the courts 
for years. Samir Tuma, founder 
and CEO of Kila Properties, the 
developer of the lodge, lets 
readers in on the fact that the 
lodge is coming to life.

Thank you, dear readers, for 
submitting your questions to 
You Asked. They Answered. 
Your curiosity and concern are 
encouraged and encouraging. 
Email editors@moonshineink.
com with your queries.

~ Mayumi Elegado/Moonshine Ink

You Asked. 
They Answered.

NO-FLOW ZONE: Extended drought conditions six years ago led to marooned docks and a dry 
dam, as seen here in Tahoe City in January 2015. Courtesy photos
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In the fall of 2019, even with the legal issues 
pending, the lodge’s development team proceeded 
with initial demolition of the old “eye sore” that 
once dominated the entrance to Tahoe City. 
Earlier this summer, as soon as the last legal 
hurdle was eliminated, the team immediately 
moved full speed ahead to finish demolition of 
the site and relocate sewer and gas lines that ran 
through the middle of the property. That work is 
in process and scheduled to be completed in late 
September. The vertical construction is targeted 
to start next spring and the lodge is expected to 
have its grand opening in 2023. 

While the process has been long and challeng-
ing, the future looks bright! The construction 
of the lodge will deliver over $50 million of 
local economic activity, plus over $10 million 
in annual economic benefit to the local com-
munity. The development and construction 
activities will create over 300 jobs, and the 
lodge’s operations will create over 75 ongoing 
jobs. The lodge will help achieve major environ-
mental gains, including removal of dilapidated 
buildings that were having a negative impact on 
the environment, replacing them with environ-
mentally superior buildings, reducing vehicle 
miles traveled (local beds = fewer car trips), and 
restoring sensitive lands, just to mention a few. 
The lodge will bring much needed high-quality 
lodging to the town center, will have new dining 
options for locals and visitors and will feature 

a first of its kind rooftop deck with panoramic 
views of Lake Tahoe! 

The process has been challenging, but the North 
Shore of Lake Tahoe is on the verge of enjoying 
the many, many benefits that the Tahoe City 
Lodge will bring to town!

~ Samir Tuma, CEO of Kila Properties 

YOU ASKED?
Readers submit questions and we find the 
right people to answer them. Submit your 
query to editors@moonshineink.com.

NEWS

2023, HERE WE COME: The Tahoe City Lodge is slated to be completed after 16 months of construction. Factoring in regulatory 
construction-season limitations, that means the doors should open in 2023. Courtesy image
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1 Preserving Water for the 
Fire Fight
LAKE TAHOE
Water purveyors around Lake 
Tahoe are reporting an alarm-
ing trend: residents leaving 
irrigation, garden hoses, and 
sprinklers on roofs actively 
running as they follow evacua-
tion orders. Not only is this not 
helpful in protecting homes 
from wildfi re, but it can be 
detrimental for fi refi ghters who 
rely on a water supply with 
adequate water fl ow to fi ght 
fi re in extremely dangerous 
conditions.

As a result, Lake Tahoe 
public utility districts and 
water purveyors are experi-
encing drawdowns in their 
water supply since evacuation 
warnings and orders went into 
effect. Many neighborhood 
water tanks are being drawn 
down and wells and water 
pump stations are operating 
at maximum capacity, even in evacuated areas 
that should be empty of residents. This misuse 
of water can leave water supplies dangerously 
low when fi refi ghters need fast access to water 
from fi re hydrants to protect homes.

Residents are also calling local fi re districts 
to ask if they should spray down roofs and 
vegetation before evacuating. This is not 
effective, as the roof will dry very quickly, as 
will the vegetation, which doesn’t protect the 
home itself. Wide-scale activation of sprinklers 
and garden hoses dramatically reduces water 
pressure in the entire community. Firefi ghters 
apply water judiciously, where it makes a dif-
ference, and they need all the available water 
and water pressure during a fi re. Evacuation 
preparedness efforts are better spent on 

removing combustible material away from 
homes.

Ember vulnerabilities cause nearly 90% 
of homes to burn in a wildfi re, whereas the 
fl ame front or surface fi res are responsible for 
only around 10% of homes lost to wildfi re. 
Maintaining defensible space and having 
separation between fl ammable fuels, along 
with hardening homes to ember intrusion are 
the best preparations residents can take prior 
to evacuating homes.

Visit tahoelivingwithfi re.com and follow 
@tahoelwf on Facebook, Instagram, and 
Twitter for more wildfi re preparedness and 
prevention information.

~ North Tahoe Fire Protection District press 
release

2 Forest Service 
Temporarily Closes 
All California National 
Forests
VALLEJO
To better provide 
public and fi refi ghter 
safety due to the 
ongoing wildfi re crisis, 
U.S. Forest Service 
Pacifi c Southwest 
Region announced a 
temporary closure of 
all national forests in 
California. This closure 
went into effect on 
Aug. 31 at 11:59 p.m. 
and (at press time) was 
set to extend through 
Sept. 17 at 11:59 
p.m. This order does 

not affect the Humboldt-Toiyabe 
National Forest, which is not in the 
Pacifi c Southwest Region.

~ U.S. Forest Service press 
release

3 Biden Declares Wildfi re 
Federal Disaster in Placer, 
Nevada, Lassen, Plumas 
Counties
CALIFORNIA
On Aug. 24, Placer County was one 
of four California counties included 
in a wildfi re disaster declaration 
approved by President Joe Biden. This 
action brings much needed fi nancial 
assistance to people from the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency.

The approval came two days 
after it was requested by California 

Gov. Gavin Newsom. Placer and Nevada were 
both included as a result of the River Fire; 
Lassen and Plumas counties for impacts from 
the Dixie Fire.

All four counties were approved for both 
individual and public assistance. FEMA’s 
individual assistance program provides grants 
and other support programs to help eligible 
survivors that may include rent, home repair, 
home replacement, childcare, medical, and 
dental expenses.

Residents can apply for federal disaster 
assistance with FEMA online at disasterassis-
tance.gov, by downloading the FEMA app to a 
smartphone or tablet, or by calling the FEMA 
Helpline at (800) 621-3362 between 7 a.m. and 
10:30 p.m.

~ Placer County press release

4 $1 Million Awarded to Organizations 
Rescuing Animals Affected by Caldor 
INCLINE VILLAGE
The Dave & Cheryl Duffi eld Foundation 
announced Sept. 1 it has awarded $1 million 
to 29 organizations helping to rescue, rehabili-
tate, and treat animals affected by the Caldor 
Fire. The efforts include assisting domestic 
animals, livestock, and wildlife who have been 
injured or displaced during this event. The 
Caldor Fire, which started Aug. 14, is impact-
ing both California and Nevada communities 
and, to date, has burned more than 200,000 
acres, including areas within the Lake Tahoe 
Basin (see p. XX for a quick list of resources to 
stay informed and be prepared).

The foundation took lengths to determine 
which agencies are on the ground, rescuing 
and treating animals affected by the fi re, as 
well as local animal shelters and rescue orga-

All the news that fi ts — from original reporting or press releases. 
Submit your own to editors@moonshineink.com.NEWS BRIEFS
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SOME LIKE IT HOT: This graph shows the average July water temperature (measured at three feet 
down) for the past 23 years. This past July 2021 was another record rise, with the highest July average 
temperature being measured at 68.7 ºF. The actual warmest spot reading was a whopping 72.5 ºF. 
Graph courtesy Tahoe Environmental Research Center

7 

ORDER IN THE COURT: California’s Third District Court of Appeals ruled that  proposed development 
plans for Squaw Valley were not properly mitigating impacts on Lake Tahoe. The decision reverses a 2018 
trial court fi nding. Courtesy photo
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nizations that have sent staffi ng for tem-
porary shelters, transported animals, and 
offered to take in animals at their shelters. 

~ Dave & Cheryl Duffi eld Foundation 
press release

5 Court Sides With Sierra Watch Over 
Development in Tahoe’s Squaw Valley
SACRAMENTO
Tahoe conservationists led by local 
nonprofi t Sierra Watch rejoiced when 
California’s Third District Court of Appeals 
shot down development plans in Squaw 
Valley. 

A panel of three justices based their 
decision on the project’s impacts on Lake 
Tahoe, fi re danger, noise, and traffi c. They 
noted that Placer County’s environmental 
impact report, which is required to fully 
assess and disclose negative impacts from 
the development onto the surrounding 
environment, was inadequate. The ruling 
reverses a 2018 trial court fi nding and sig-
nifi cantly sets back the developer, Alterra 
Mountain Company, though the company 
could seek a re-hearing by appealing to the 
California Supreme Court.

~ Sierra Watch press release

6 Local Schools’ Approach to Covid-19
RENO, NORTH TAHOE, TRUCKEE
Below is the latest information regarding 
Covid-19 protocol within school districts in 
Moonshine Ink’s coverage area. Please note 
that this information is correct as of press 
deadline, but is subject to change.

Tahoe Truckee Unifi ed School District: A 
universal mask requirement is expected 
for all parties attending K-12 schools. 
Additionally, California Gov. Gavin Newsom 
announced on Aug. 11 that school staff 
must be fully vaccinated. If they are not 
vaccinated, they must undergo weekly 
Covid-19 testing.

Washoe County School District: Each stu-
dent, staff member, and visitor is required 
to wear a face covering while inside school 
buildings regardless of vaccination status, 
though they do not have to be worn while 
outside or eating or drinking. WCSD keeps 
a running tally of all positive cases across 
its schools, including breakdowns of cases 
by age and position (student or staff). View 
this information at washoeschools.net/
page/15625.

~ AH

7 TCPUD Implements Stage 2 Drought 
Water Conservation Requirements
TAHOE CITY
On Aug. 20, in response to California’s 
severe drought conditions and increasing 
demands on the Tahoe City Public Utility 
District’s water supply, the district’s board 
of directors implemented Stage 2 of the 
TCPUD’s drought response standards and 
set a mandatory 15% reduction in water 
consumption.

Drought Response Stage 2 water conser-
vation measures took effect on Sept. 1, and 
the TCPUD seeks to work collaboratively 
with its customers, residents, and visitors 
to take the necessary steps to reduce water 
consumption and meet the mandatory 15% 
reduction.

TCPUD has free water conservation 
kits available at the front counter of its 
administrative building at 221 Fairway Dr. 
in Tahoe City. Water effi ciency rebates are 
also available for water effi cient toilets, 
dishwashers, clothes washers, and smart 
irrigation control. Applications for water 
rebates and additional information about 
TCPUD water restrictions and ways to 
conserve water can be found at tcpud.org/
conservation.

~ TCPUD press release

8 Annual Report Assesses the State of 
Lake Tahoe
DAVIS
The UC Davis Tahoe Environmental 
Research Center released its annual Tahoe: 
State of the Lake Report on Aug. 12. 
The report informs nonscientists about 
important factors affecting the health of 
Lake Tahoe and provides the scientifi c 
underpinnings for ecosystem restoration 
and management decisions within the 
Tahoe Basin.

The report summarizes data collected 
during 2020 in the context of the long-
term record of research at Lake Tahoe. UC 
Davis researchers have been continuously 
monitoring the lake since 1968.  

Some highlights of this year’s report 
include:
• Weather and climate change: Annual 

average temperatures at the lake 
in 2020 were warmer than 2019. 
Precipitation was below the long-term 
average. Lake levels fell by almost two 
feet. The average lake surface water 
temperature was warmer than in 2019.

• Clarity: The lake’s average clarity was 
about the same as the previous year.

• Wildfi re: Lake Tahoe was impacted by 
fi res in August and September of 2020. 
Measurements showed that sunlight and 
UV radiation levels were far below their 
usual values because of the shield of 
thick smoke during this time.

• Changing nearshore: Metaphyton, unat-
tached mats of green, fi lamentous algae 
at the lake bottom close to shore have 
been increasing over time. The increase 
is associated with the introduction of 
Asian clams to Lake Tahoe. Climate 
change is also expected to greatly 
increase the extent and duration of the 
algal blooms.

Read the full report at tahoe.ucdavis.edu/
stateofthelake. 

~ UC Davis press release
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9 $1 Million Needed for ALERT 
Wildfire Cameras
INCLINE VILLAGE
ALERTWildfire, born of ALERT 
Tahoe, is a network of nearly 1,000 
specialized camera installations 
used by first responders and volun-
teers to detect wildfires before they 
become too big. Tahoe Prosperity 
Center, the official nonprofit of the 
ALERTWildfire effort, is fundraising 
to enable the next decade of the 
wildfire protection network.

ALERTWildfire is a collaboration 
between major universities (Nevada, 
Reno; Oregon; and San Diego), first 
responders (Cal Fire, Emergency 
Services), federal agencies (U.S. 
Forest Service, Bureau of Land 
Management), and more, who use 
the strategically placed cameras 
24/7 to protect people, homes, and 
the environment.

Contribute at tahoeprosperity.org/
alertwildfire. 

~ TPC press release

10 Structure Fire by Donner 
Lake Quickly Contained
TRUCKEE
On Aug. 30 around 5 p.m. on 
Donner Pass Road by Donner Lake, a residence was ablaze. 
The small structure fire devastated the home at which it started 
and reportedly jumped to wildland, but was quickly contained. 
The blaze was quelled by numerous groups including Cal Fire, 
the U.S. Forest Service, and local fire districts providing mutual 
aid assistance. Read Donner Lake Fire Gets Rapid Response 
online for more information about that close call, and how our 
local first responders ensure they’re helping with large wildfires 
while still able to respond efficiently nearby. 

~ BL

11 Supervisors Launch $2 Million Community Resiliency 
Grants Program
NEVADA CITY
In early August, the Nevada County board of supervisors 
unanimously approved $2 million to launch a new Community 
Resiliency Grants program with funds from the American 
Rescue Plan Act. The decision follows the board’s April 
dedication of $5.8 million in ARPA funds for community and 
economic resiliency projects.

While applications for direct Covid-19 relief are eligible, 
applications that can demonstrate increased resiliency, build 
capacity, and leverage other resources will be most competi-
tive. Eligible entities include nonprofit organizations, for-profit 
businesses, and special purpose districts. Grants will be 
capped at $100,000, and applications are due by Sept. 10. 
The request for application is located at: mynevadacounty.com/734/
purchasing.

~ Nevada County press release

12 Airport’s 2021 Agency Partnership Program Launches
TRUCKEE
The Tahoe Truckee Community Foundation is partnering with the Truckee 
Tahoe Airport District to administer the airport’s 2021 Agency Partnership 

Program. Partnership requests must show public benefit and be more 
than $3,000. For more information, please reference TTAD’s Agency 
Partnership Program guidelines at bit.ly/2Ydw7nL. 

The online portal to submit a letter of intent for requests is open from 
Sept. 8-21 and finalists will be notified at the end of the month. Finalists 
will have the month of October to submit a full proposal and recipients 
will be notified in early December. 

~ TTCF e-news

NEWS

A SINGLE STRUCTURE FIRE ON DONNER PASS ROAD threatened disaster on Mon., Aug. 30, at 5:15 p.m., but 
was quickly contained. Photos by Emilie Kashtan

10

NEWS BRIEFS from p. 23
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13 Tahoe Fund Makes First Tahoe Trails Endowment Grant for 
Regional Trail Work
TAHOE CITY
The Tahoe Fund awarded the first grant from the new Tahoe Trails 
Endowment to support a four-person trail crew from the Tahoe Area 
Mountain Bike Association this fall. The $11,700 grant will fund the 
efforts of the crew for three to four weeks, including transportation, tools, 
and personal protective equipment. Established as a way to address the 
long-term needs of Tahoe’s growing trail network, the Tahoe Fund hopes 
to grow the Tahoe Trails Endowment to $3 million to fund annual trail 
maintenance throughout the region.

TAMBA’s official trail crew will leverage the grant money to work on 
existing trails throughout the Tahoe Basin, addressing maintenance 
needs as they arise. Their focus will be on erosion control, fixing storm 
drainage, clearing brush and trees, and improving signage.

The endowment was launched with a generous $100,000 donation from 
Chris and Viktoria McNamara. Learn more and contribute to the Tahoe 
Trails Endowment at tahoefund.org.

~ Tahoe Fund press release

14 Truckee, Nevada and Placer Counties Join Workforce Housing 
Agency
TAHOE/TRUCKEE
The 2020-founded Truckee Tahoe Workforce Housing Agency represents 
about 2,000 Tahoe/Truckee employees’ housing rights. The organiza-
tion announced that as of Sept. 1, the Town of Truckee, Placer County, 
and Nevada County have joined original partners Tahoe Forest Health 
System, Truckee Donner Public Utility District, Truckee Tahoe Airport 
District, and Tahoe Truckee Unified School District. In the organization’s 
year of direct workforce housing assistance, it has helped almost 100 
employees in the area find housing.  

~ BL

15 Drought and Climate Change Shift Tree Disease
SIERRA NEVADA
A study from the UC Davis, provides some of the first evidence that 
climate change and drought are shifting the range of infectious disease 
in forests suffering from white pine blister rust disease.

“Because pathogens have thermal tolerances, we are seeing expan-

sions and contractions in this disease’s range,” said lead author Joan 
Dudney, a Davis H. Smith postdoctoral fellow at UC Davis in the lab 
of co-author Professor Andrew Latimer. “Climate change isn’t so much 
leading to widespread increases in this disease but rather shifting where 
it is emerging.” 

The study, published Aug. 24 in the journal Nature Communications, 
found that white pine blister rust disease expanded its range into higher-
elevation forests in the southern Sierra Nevada between 1996 and 2016. 
At the same time, it also contracted its range in lower elevations, where 
conditions were often too hot and dry for its survival.

“Our study clearly demonstrates that infectious plant diseases are mov-
ing upslope, and they’re moving fast,” Dudney said. “Few pines are resis-
tant to what is basically a Northern Hemisphere white pine pandemic.”
The study suggests that whitebark pine and many other high-elevation 
pine species may become increasingly imperiled under climate change. 
Funding was provided by the U.S. Forest Service and National Park 
Service.  

~ UC Davis press release

NEWS

15

SMOKE ON THE WATER: Caldor Fire smoke looms over 
Lake Tahoe and the Truckee High School football field. Last 
year’s UC Davis TERC report showed that 2020 wildfires 
affected UV radiation levels in Lake Tahoe. Photos by Laura 
Read, Juliana Demarest/Moonshine Ink

8

A UC DAVIS STUDY found that white pine blister rust (pictured here) has expanded its range into 
higher-elevation forests in the southern Sierra Nevada. Courtesy photo
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The Dutch Flat-Donner Lake Wagon 
Road offered travel over Donner 
Summit like no one before had ever 
seen in the 1860s. Imagine making 
it from Sacramento to Virginia City 
in only 17 hours, Although use of 
the road didn’t last, it served a great 
purpose and without it, travel over the 
summit through the Sierra Nevada 
would have remained treacherous.

Except during the region’s notorious 
winter snowstorms, present day-to-day 
travel over Donner Summit is fairly 
smooth and uneventful. It’s a far cry 
from what it was during the mid-1800s 
when emigrants were headed west, 
lured by dreams of new lives — and 
fi nding gold and silver. With no defi ni-
tive routes, travel through the Sierra 
was a challenge, especially with wagons 
loaded with all their possessions plus 
oxen, cattle, horses, and children.

Although its heyday was short-lived, 
the Dutch Flat-Donner Lake Wagon 
Road saw its share of traffi c. It was a 
road to the future, of sorts, not only 
serving as a gateway welcoming emi-
grants into the Golden State but also 
playing a role in fostering the growth 
of the West. The wagon road supported 
the construction of the fi rst transcon-
tinental railroad, offering a way to 
transport construction material for the 
new railroad and hauling major freight 
through the mountainous region.

WHY THE DUTCH FLAT-DONNER 
LAKE WAGON ROAD?
In 1855, a survey determining where to 
build the United States’ fi rst transcon-
tinental railroad was completed by the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Would 
it be best on a path across the north-
ern, central, or southern states? After 
much debate, the U.S. Congress could 
not come to a consensus on which path 
to use. When the South succeeded 
from the Union in December 1860, 
however, the remaining Congress, with 
President Abraham Lincoln’s support, 
passed the Pacifi c Railroad Act of 
1862. The hope was to promote unity 
between the eastern and western states 
— despite the Civil War fi ghting — and 
to allow for the proper security of the 

nation and its gold- and silver-mine 
production.

During the construction of the west-
ern section of the railroad, Central 
Pacifi c Railroad needed considerable 
amounts of freight moved along the 
path of the new, unfi nished railway 
line. It also needed to transport 
supplies to the booming Comstock 

mines in and around Virginia City, 
Nevada.

The existing Lake Tahoe Toll Road near 
South Lake Tahoe had already proved 
to the railroad entrepreneurs that toll 
roads made money, and Central Pacifi c 
wanted to build its own toll road over 
Donner Pass. Central Pacifi c Railroad 
Company owners Charles Crocker, 

Mark Hopkins, Leland Stanford, 
and Collis Huntington — collectively 
known as the Big Four — formed the 
Lake Pass Turnpike Company in early 
1861. The company intended to create 
a turnpike running from Dutch Flat to 
Steamboat Springs, Nevada, but it was 
never completed. The company was 
later renamed the Dutch Flat-Donner 
Lake Wagon Road Company, after it 
bought out other investors.

BUILDING OF THE TOLL ROAD
Central Pacifi c built the toll road 
from the west from 1862 to 1864. 
The wagon road went from Alta, 
over Donner Pass, through Coburn 
Station (now Truckee), then north 
to join Henness Pass Road near the 
present-day Stampede Reservoir. The 
Dutch Flat route bypassed Coldstream 
Pass and instead went down Summit 
Canyon to Donner Lake. The path was 
chosen to be in close proximity to the 
planned railroad line to deliver sup-
plies, equipment, and men during the 
railroad’s construction. 

It was anticipated that the road would 
bring money to its investors and that 
towns would be built along the railway.

The only tools available to build and 
maintain the road were hand tools: 
picks, shovels, crow bars, hoes, axes, 
wheelbarrows, hand saws, etc., all 
of which required human toil. When 
spring- and storm-induced runoff cre-
ated gullies and ruts in the road, men 
would come out and install culverts, 
bridge streams, haul in gravel for soft 
spots in the road, and even-out rough 
spots. The work was constant.

In 1864, the now quiet shore of 
Donner Lake was bustling with life, 
and by 1868, the toll road was heavily 
traveled. If you fell out of line on the 
wagon train due to a broken axle, 
wheel, childbirth, or other unforeseen 
circumstance, it would take hours to 
days to get back in, as friendliness 
was not common. The toll road was so 
profi table that the owners were able 
to use the earnings to support railroad 
construction when income from slow 
railroad bond sales was insuffi cient to 
meet railroad construction expenses.

After hours of traveling among rocks 
and trees on Donner Summit, road 
users found only one solitary building 

 In the Past
BY JUDY DEPUY

Special to Moonshine Ink

Wagon Road offers glimpse into past travel over Donner Summit

Follow the Old Dirt Road

ROCKIN’ AND ROLLIN’: Imagine the not-so-smooth ride navigating across the granite slabs of Donner 
Summit in a covered wagon pulled by oxen and fi lled with all your worldly possessions.  Photo courtesy 
Donner Summit Historical Society

ALL TOGETHER NOW: If a wagon fell out of place for any reason, it could take hours to get back 
into the wagon train as the travelers kept a tight line. Photo courtesy Library of Congress and Central 
Pacifi c Railroad
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serving as a warm place to 
shelter — Coburn Station. In 
1863, Joseph Gray had built 
a tavern for weary travelers. 
Gray was a friend of Charles 
Crocker, so he knew that the 
transcontinental railroad would 
come through Coburn Station, 
and he built the inn appropri-
ately. His log house still stands 
in Truckee, relocated from East 
Main and Bridge streets to 
Church Street.

When the railroad was fi nally 
complete, it moved freight and 
passengers at a much lower 
cost than the toll wagon road. 
As early as 1868 the road was 
free of charge, but it soon fell 
into disrepair. In 1913, the 
Lincoln Highway Association 
followed much of the Dutch 
Flat-Donner Lake Wagon 

Road route over the Sierra 
Nevada for the newly designed 
Lincoln Highway, which would 
later become U.S. Highway 
40. You can still fi nd remnants 
of the wagon road, you just 
need to know where to look.

FINDING THE ROAD:
Built beginning in 1862, the 
Dutch Flat-Donner Lake 
Wagon Road went through 
Summit Valley at Soda 

Springs. Because 
of the heavy 
wagon loads and 
constant traffi c, 
the trail is easy 
to see at Donner 
Summit but less 
conspicuous 
through the 
granite canyon 
leading to 
Donner Lake. 
Today, you can 
clearly see the 
route through 
Summit Valley, 
where it sits 
higher than the 
surrounding 
meadow. So 
much traffi c 
packed down 
the earth; it is 
believed that may 
be why, as the 
forest encroached 
on the meadow, 
trees did not grow 
on the path route.

GETTING THERE:
Take the Soda Springs exit 
174 from I-80. Follow Donner 
Pass Road to the fl ashing light 
in downtown Soda Springs. 
Turn right, heading south, 
and cross the railroad tracks. 
Make a left at the large dirt 
parking lot and you will see a 

dam on the right. To the left of 
the dam is a dirt road, which 
is Old Highway 40. Follow for 
1 mile and park your car just 
past the bridge. Walk along 
the stream to the meadow and 
then turn left. You will see 
the wagon wheel ruts where 
nothing grows.

IF YOU’RE UP FOR A 
CHALLENGE:
From Soda Springs, drive east 
on Donner Pass Road to the 
new trailhead hub at the top 
of Donner Summit. Park by 
the metal map station, walk 
down the road to the Pacifi c 
Crest Trail and turn left, down 
toward Donner Lake. At the 
fork, take the eastern (left) 
path that parallels Tunnel 6, 

an abandoned railroad tunnel. 
The original path of the wagon 
road runs along the right side 
of the tunnel and then over 
the pass between Tunnel 6 and 
Tunnel 7. It is similar to the 
Lincoln Highway pass down 
to Donner Lake. See photos 
to make sure you are on the 
right path.

~ Judy DePuy is a member 
of Truckee-Donner Historical 
Society and on the board for 
the Truckee Donner Railroad 
Society and Museum of Truckee 
History. She resides in Tahoe 
Donner with her husband, 
Dave, and their dog, Morticia. 

PERFECT PITCH: This old advertisement announcing 
the opening of the Dutch Flat-Donner Lake Wagon 
Road brags that “no place exceeds 10 inches to the 
rod and is wide enough for two teams to pass without 
diffi culty.” Image courtesy Donner Summit Historical 
Society 
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“By far the best 
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across the 
mountains.” 
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Keith Parker, who installs automatic 
gates, had to dig a hole by himself for 
16 hours in August when two workers 
he had lined up never showed. Plumber 
Mitch Milner could work seven days a 
week, 24 hours a day if he wanted to, 
with the number of jobs coming to him. 
Landscaper Shana Behan works “sun 
up to sun down,” many times with her 
9-month-old strapped to her in a back-
pack. And car mechanic Mark Pearson 
spends most of his time on the phone 
with clients or in front of a computer 
doing work that used to be done by 
employees who no longer exist. 

“We are very busy,” said Behan, who 
owns Kings Beach-based A Thyme to 
Plant with her partner Juan Muñoz. 
“The struggle is real … It’s been 
challenging.” 

All the home services business owners 
interviewed by Moonshine Ink for this 
article echoed Behan’s sentiments, 
stating they are “overworked” and 
there’s “too much work.” A lack of local 
workforce, coupled with an influx of 
new homeowners to the Tahoe/Truckee 
area, is putting a strain on specialty 
trade contractors. Whereas these 
owners could once outsource certain 
jobs to skilled laborers, they are now 
finding themselves unable to find people 
to hire, and instead doing the work of 
several employees. Many times they are 
working longer days and into the night. 

“It’s a big balancing act,” said Big Bear 
Automotive Repair, Inc. owner Mark 
Pearson, who does all the estimates, 
appointment scheduling, work orders, 
and contacting of customers for his 
18-year-old Tahoe City mechanic shop. 
His wife, Renee, and son, Greg, work 
with him. “Everybody is stretched 
thin. There is less free time. We are 
exhausted by the time we get home.”

Marijane “Mj” Rees and Michael 
Willson have owned Mr. Honey-Do,  

a handyman and concierge service with 
general contractor capabilities, for 
16 years. The Alpine Meadows-based 
business currently employs 15 workers, 
serving all of Lake Tahoe, Truckee, and 
Reno. But even with help, the couple 
said they find themselves working long 
days, sometimes seven days a week. 

“We are doing double time to keep 
ourselves alive,” Rees said. 

‘A ZERO WORKFORCE PANDEMIC’
The number one problem, these owners 
said, is a lack of employees. With an 
inflated local real estate market and lim-
ited workforce housing, the employees 
who used to do these jobs are moving 
farther away from the area, leaving 
businesses in a lurch. The Contractors 
Association of Truckee Tahoe (CATT) is 
hearing this concern from its 400 mem-
bers; the situation mirrors employee 
shortages across the country. 

“I am hearing from our CATT members 
that workforce shortage issues are most 
challenging this year, and continue to 
impact companies negatively,” stated 
CATT Executive Director Kellie Cutler 

in an email to Moonshine Ink. “It’s hard 
to run any business or company when 
you cannot find employees. There is 
high demand for construction/housing 
in the Tahoe region right now, which 
magnifies the issue. Those that are 
working are taking on a much heavier 
workload to cover the gaps.”

Keith Parker is one such business 
owner. He owns Incline Village-based 
Parker Construction, LLC, and works 
50 to 60 hours a week, not counting 
bookkeeping, writing bids, and doing 
other paperwork that he completes 
after hours. He currently focuses on 
installing automatic gates and caretak-
ing large properties on Lakeshore 
Drive in Incline Village. A one-man 
operation now, Parker’s 21-year-old 
business is suffering because he can’t 
find workers.

“All our guys have left,” lamented 
Parker, noting that he used to have 
in-house workers on all his managed 
properties for landscaping and other 
work. “Temporary labor is impossible to 
find.”

NEWS

Home industry trades feel the pinch of a lack of employees  
coupled with an increased demand

STORY BY KARA FOX
PHOTOS BY WADE SNIDER

‘The Struggle Is Real’

SHORT STAFFED: Big Bear Automotive Repair, 
Inc. owner Mark Pearson spends much of his day 
on the phone with customers and in front of a 
computer instead of under cars because he is 
lacking employees.
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Now Parker turns to social media 
to hunt for workers. He has posted 
job offers in 20 different Facebook 
groups that collectively reach more 
than 100,000 people, and some of his 
posts have been viewed more than 
8,000 times. Of those posts and views, 
Parker has had contact with fewer than 
10 people seeking work this summer. 
And of those, he ended up hiring three 
temporary workers who then left once 
the nearby wildfires started because they 
work for Cal Fire. 

“There is simply no one to hire any-
more,” Parker said. “I’ve never seen 
anything like this. There is no one to do 
the work, yet the work still needs to be 
done.”

Mitch Milner has the same woes. He 
and his wife, Sarah, own Carnelian 
Bay-based MSM Plumbing, Inc. and 
currently employee five people, although 
they could use more. Mitch said he spent 
$4,000 in three months this past winter 
advertising on social media searching 
for employees, only to end up with three 
applicants and no workers. Those who 
do work for his 19-year-old plumbing 
business were already his friends or 
acquaintances. 

“It is a new epidemic,” Milner said.  
“A zero workforce pandemic.” 

For CATT’s part, the organization 
advertises job openings in weekly 
emails to members. Natalie Yanish, 
CATT’s communications manager, 
said the organization also collaborates 
with the community and schools to get 
youth interested in construction trades 
through its Workforce Development 
committee. But Yanish said busi-
ness owners are willing to train their 
employees in their specific industry. 
And trade workers are needed. Sixty 
percent of construction firms in the 

U.S. and 67% of construction firms 
in California had unfilled hourly 
craft positions as of June 30, 2020, 
according to the Associated General 
Contractors of America.  

People in the specialty trades, like 
plumbers and electricians, are especially 
feeling the burden. Truckee-based 
Wright Electric Co. has been in 
business since 1969. Ken Wright, who 
took the company over from his father 
in 1986, is a second-generation electri-
cian who currently has two employees, 
including a lead technician who has 
been with him since 2002, and his 
daughter, who does admin work for the 
business. But he worries about what 
is going to happen to the future of the 
electrician profession and other trades 
with the lack of interest in them.

“Once they start quitting and retiring, it 
is going to be really tough,” Wright said 
of current tradespeople. “Where are all 
the service people going to come from?”

HOUSING CONUNDRUM 
Wright hopes to pass his electrical busi-
ness down to his children, but they have 
all moved to Auburn or the Bay Area, 
having been priced out of the Truckee 
housing market. His daughter currently 
drives from Auburn to Truckee to help 
her dad. 

“Bringing in out-of-town people to work 
here is almost impossible,” Wright said. 
“The family is thinking about taking it 
over for a third generation, but where do 
they live?”

The lack of workforce housing has 
compelled owners to get creative. 
Landscapers Behan and Muñoz try to 
secure work visas every year for Muñoz’s 
family in Mexico to come work for them, 
which proved especially difficult when 
Covid hit. Rees and Willson, of Mr. 

Honey-Do, seek more Reno jobs so their 
employees don’t have to travel as far. 

And some owners are even looking to 
house their employees. Amber Watson, 
office manager for Arbor Care of Tahoe, 
said owner T.J. Johnson is considering 
purchasing a home to house his employ-
ees. The Tahoe-City based tree care 
company has fewer employees, but more 
work these days, she said.

“It has put a lot of strain on the busi-
ness,” Watson said. “We can’t expand; 
that’s the problem. The housing crisis is 
worse than the Covid crisis.”

Milner, of MSM Plumbing, knows 
first-hand about how the lack of housing 
affects business. In early August, he and 
his wife, Sarah, who was born and raised 
in North Tahoe, were forced to move 
out of their Kings Beach home to Reno. 
Now Milner adds a longer commute 
time to his already hectic day. 

“Getting there and getting home is tak-
ing longer than it ever has,” said Milner, 
who has one employee who commutes 
even farther, to and from Minden. “I try 
to prioritize family time, but the com-
mute is a strain.”

‘HIGHER DEMAND’ 
While a decrease in local workforce and 
a lack of housing were issues before 
Covid, what is new is an increased 
demand for services. The influx of new 
residents is causing more need than 
the business owners can keep up with. 
Many mentioned having the ability to 
“pick and choose” what projects they 
will take on.

“We have a lot more calls for business. 
It allows us to be more selective in what 
we do,” said Jim Easterbrook, owner of 
Easterbrook Painting. “We have to learn 
to say no. We have to only take on so 
much work.”

Easterbrook, who has owned his 
Truckee-based painting business for 20 
years, has 25 employees. He said his 
business is receiving “an insane amount” 
of requests for interior painting, and has 
booked projects out for a year. 

Pearson of Big Bear Automotive said he 
has stopped taking on some work since 
he does not have the staff or the time to 
do it all. He is currently booked out a 
week and a half, which means he can’t 
help those in emergency situations. 

“It’s stressful when you have someone 
on the phone broke down. They are here 
on vacation and we have to send them 
somewhere else,” Pearson said. “It’s not 
a good business model to tell people 
‘no.’” 

Every business owner we talked to 
mentioned the increase of work and calls 
for service. Mr. Honey-Do’s Rees said 
that in one day, she took 22 phone calls 
and answered 30 emails. 

“The phone is continually ringing,” she 
said. 

All the owners said they are thankful for 
the work, but know that something has 
to give. It’s just a matter of when. 

“We have more business than we know 
what to do with,” Rees said. “It’s a 
higher demand than this small town and 
environment can handle.” 

NEWS

IN HIGH DEMAND: Michael Willson and Marijane “Mj” Rees, a husband/wife duo who own Mr. Honey-
Do, say their handyman business has more work now than it ever has in 16 years of business.

HOUSING CRISIS HITS HOME: Mitch and Sara Milner, who own MSM Plumbing, Inc. were forced to 
move to Reno from Kings Beach in August. Despite the move, Mitch still travels to Truckee and North 
Shore to serve his clients, which has added increased travel time to his already hectic days.

I’VE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE THIS. THERE IS NO 
ONE TO DO THE WORK, YET THE WORK STILL NEEDS  
TO BE DONE.”

 ~ KEITH PARKER, OWNER, PARKER CONSTRUCTION, LLC
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1 Ikon Pass Expands Further Into Europe 
DENVER, ITALY, SWITZERLAND
Dolomiti Superski in Italy and Kitzbühel in 
Austria join Zermatt in Switzerland as the next 
two European ski destinations on the Ikon Pass, 
offering up to 21 days in the Alps for winter 
21/22. Now Ikon Pass holders have access 
to snow at 47 global destinations across fi ve 
continents and nine countries.

Home of the Alpine Skiing World 
Championships and the 1956 Winter Olympics 
in Cortina d’Ampezzo, Dolomiti Superski has 
12 mountains, 450 lifts, 889 runs, and endless 
vistas in Northern Italy’s stunning Dolomites. A 
legendary town in the Austrian Alps, Kitzbühel 
has been making ski history for more than 120 
years. KitzSki encompasses three mountains: 
Kitzbühel, Kirchberg, and Mittersill, and has 
57 ski lifts and 143 miles of slopes on 96 trails, 
including the world-famous Streif downhill ski 
race course. Ikon Pass holders can also revel 
in Austrian strudel and other culinary delights, 
surrounded by stunning panoramic mountain 
views at one of the area’s 60 unique huts and 

on-mountain restaurants.
Ikon Pass Stats:
• Destinations: 47                                                             
• Continents: 5
• Countries: 9
• U.S. States: 15                                                                          
• Canadian Provinces: 4                                                   
• Total Acres: 393,681*

• Trails: 
6,229

• Lifts: 1,278
*Does not 

include CMH 
stats

The Ikon 
Pass is avail-
able now at ikonpass.com.

~ Ikon press release

2 Total Skier Visits Up 22% at Ski California 
Resorts During Pandemic
PETALUMA
According to a new report produced by 
RRC Associates for the National Ski Areas 
Association, despite the Covid-19 pandemic 
Ski California resorts saw increased visitation 
during the 2020/21 winter season. Skier visits at 
California and Nevada ski areas were up nearly 
22% as compared to the 19/20 season, with a 
total of 6,753,303 estimated visits to downhill 
ski areas in 20/21. In a state-by-state ranking, 
this result positions California as the second 
most-visited state for skiing and riding in terms 
of visitation, trailing only Colorado. 

Other interesting results from the 20/21 sea-
son reported by resorts in the Pacifi c Southwest 
(California, Nevada, and Arizona) outlined in 
the report included:
• Average of 134 days open (above 10-year 

average of 126; fourth best in last 10 years)
• 91% of resorts opened early or on time 

versus 48% of national average
• Only 5% closed early, 55% on time, 41% 

closed late
• 58% of visits from season passholders (high-

est ever), 34% from day tickets (lowest ever)
Learn more about Ski California and its 

member resorts at skicalifornia.org.
~ Ski California press release

3 “Envision Tahoe” Launched to Diversify 
and Strengthen Tahoe Basin’s Economy
INCLINE VILLAGE
Tahoe Prosperity Center, the regional com-
munity and economic development nonprofi t 
for the Tahoe Basin, has announced the launch 

NEWS

All the news that fi ts — from original reporting or press releases. 
Submit your own to editors@moonshineink.com.BUSINESS BRIEFS #
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FIREMAPS is a startup launched in San Francisco that aims to help homeowners create custom home hardening and preparedness 
plans in the face of the West’s wildfi re threat. Courtesy screenshot

4

IKONIC: With the expansion of the Ikon Pass to two new European resort destinations, Kitzbühel in Austria (pictured) and Dolomiti 
Superski in Italy, the pass now admits holders to 47 destinations on fi ve continents. Photo courtesy Ikon

1
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NEWS

Perry Norris Stepping Down as 
Executive Director for TDLT
TRUCKEE
While the Truckee Donner 
Land Trust has been shaped by 
countless board members, staff, 
volunteers and donors over its 31 
years, no one person has done 
more to drive the success of the 
organization than Perry Norris, 
according to a TDLT release.

Starting in 1996 as a part-time 
employee in a mostly volunteer 
organization, Norris helmed the 
land trust through many of its 
greatest successes, including the 
acquisitions of Waddle Ranch, 
Royal Gorge, Webber Lake, Lower 
Carpenter Valley, Frog Lake, and 
Truckee Springs, permanently 
protecting more than 40,000 acres 
of open space throughout the 
region.

John Svahn, co-executive direc-
tor, will take over the executive 
director position. Norris will remain 
engaged with land trust projects as 
a consultant on land acquisitions 
and managing new Frog Lake 
backcountry huts.

~ TDLT press release

Squaw Alpine Names Dee 
Byrne President and COO
DENVER
Alterra Mountain Company 
recently announced that Dee 
Byrne has been named president 
and chief operations officer of 
Squaw Valley Alpine Meadows, 
based in Olympic Valley, effective 
immediately. Byrne will be 
responsible for all operations, 
driving profitability, and evolving 
this beloved destination into a 
dynamo on the global scene.

Byrne has worked in the ski 
industry for over 30 years and has 
held numerous positions across 
prominent mountains and brands. 
She joined Squaw Valley Alpine 
Meadows in 2011 as the managing 
director of snowsports schools and 
ski teams, and was promoted to 
vice president of skier services in 
2017. In addition to her role at the 
resort, Byrne serves on multiple 
boards of directors and is an advi-
sor to Professional Ski Instructors of 
America on national and divisional 
levels, and received PSIA/American 
Association of Snowboard 
Instructor’s national “Distinguished 
Service Award” in April 2020.

~ Alterra press release

Bowling Departs NLTRA, Joins  
PR Agency
RENO
Liz Bowling joined The Abbi 
Agency as vice president of 
public relations after eight years 
of service to the North Lake 
Tahoe business community. 
During her tenure with the 
region, Bowling most recently 
served as director of global 
communications for the North 
Lake Tahoe Resort Association, 
spearheading visitor messaging 
through numerous content 
campaigns, including Stronger 
Together, Mask Up Tahoe, and 
the Traveler Responsibility 
Pledge. She was instrumental in 
the passing of North Lake Tahoe’s 
Tourism Business Improvement 
District, resulting in locally 
controlled funding for Eastern 
Placer County. 

“I’m proud of what we’ve accom-
plished together and feel very 

grateful for the meaningful relation-
ships that formed as a result of our 
collaborative efforts,” Bowling said.  

Bowling will oversee strategic 
public relations, crisis commu-
nications, and destination travel 
accounts for The Abbi Agency, a 
Nevada-based integrated agency 
working at the intersections of 
branding, public relations, digital, 
and design.

~ Bowling press release 

DRI Taps Development Executive 
to Lead National Environmental 
Fundraising Efforts
RENO
The Desert Research Institute 
is proud to welcome long-time 
education fundraising professional 
Kristin Ghiggeri Burgarello, who will 
serve as director of advancement.  
In her role, Burgarello will lead 
fundraising efforts for DRI in col-
laboration with the DRI Foundation.

Burgarello comes to DRI from 
the University of Nevada, Reno, 
where she spent the last 17 years in 
development and alumni relations 
roles, including her last role as 
executive director of development 
and previous role as director of 
development of the Reynolds 
School of Journalism. While at 
UNR, she helped secure major 
gifts to support buildings, student 
needs, faculty support, planned 
gifts, diversity initiatives, and 
many other key areas of support 
for the university. She also worked 
collaboratively with the deans 
and development directors in the 
College of Engineering, College 
of Science, College of Liberal Arts, 
Reynolds School of Journalism, 
libraries, and Honors College to 
raise substantial funds to support 
their areas on campus.

In her role at DRI, Burgarello will 
focus on creating a culture of phi-
lanthropy that will direct awareness 
of critical environmental issues and 
the necessity to fund the life-saving 
research at DRI that aims to solve 
these and many other challenges 
affecting not only Nevada, but the 
western region, country,  and world.

For more information on the 
work of DRI please visit dri.edu. 
Anyone interested in making a 
gift in support of DRI may contact 
Burgarello at (775) 673-7386 or 
kristin.burgarello@dri.edu.

~ DRI press release

MOVING IN, MOVING ON, MOVING  UP

THE BIG 2-5: After a quarter of a century 
with the Truckee Donner Land Trust, Perry 
Norris is taking a step back. While not 
an offi cial member of staff, Norris will 
continue to engage with land trust proj-
ects as a consultant on land acquisitions. 
Courtesy photo

BOWLING IN RENO: Liz Bowling has 
departed the North Lake Tahoe Resort 
Association to become vice president of 
public relations with The Abbi Agency in 
Reno. Courtesy photo

of a new initiative called Envision 
Tahoe: Prosperity Plan 2.0. This 
effort will bring together business, 
government, and civic leaders 
from California and Nevada to 
develop strategies to diversify and 
strengthen the regional economy 
so that it is more resilient and sus-
tainable for those who live, work, 
and provide public services in the 
Tahoe Basin. TPC was selected by 
the U.S. Economic Development 
Administration to facilitate a 
Regional Economic Recovery and 
Resiliency Strategy and awarded a 
grant of $164,000 for the planning 
and community engagement effort. 

In its role as facilitator, TPC is 
conducting an analysis of economic 
conditions and trends in the Tahoe 
Basin to identify challenges and 
identify near-term opportunities for 
diversifi cation.

The committee will have its fi rst 
meeting on Sept. 15 to review 
the fi ndings of a baseline study 
and discuss diversifi cation strate-
gies. TPC will also conduct survey 
research to solicit input from 
businesses, workers, and residents 
throughout the Basin. For more 
information, visit tahoeprosperity.
org/envision-tahoe.

~ TCP press release

4 Startup Offers Tech-Driven 
Solutions to Defend California 
Homes from Wildfi res 
SAN FRANCISCO
Firemaps, a startup using tech-
driven solutions to defend 
California homes from wildfi re, 
launched their platform across 
California on Aug. 26. Firemaps 
uses satellite and drone imagery 
to create ultra highly accurate 
three-dimensional maps to analyze 
properties, create a home harden-
ing and defensible space plan, 
and dispatch the right workers 
via their marketplace of qualifi ed 
general contractors. The company 
has raised $5.5 million in seed 
investment led by Andreessen 
Horowitz and including Uber CEO 
Dara Khosrowshahi and investor 
Lee Fixel. 

Homeowners submit their address 
at Firemaps.com to access the 
services. The map is able to render 
details of the home’s landscape, 
topography, vent construction, 
deck construction, roof condition, 
and porch or deck vulnerability 
and can measure features of the 
property to an accuracy of within 
one centimeter.

~ Firemaps press release
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Pet Network Humane Society 
in Incline Village has under-
gone some exciting changes 
over the past year! With a 
new executive director at the 
helm, this nearly 30-year-old 
animal welfare organization is 
on a mission to rescue more 
animals than ever from over-
crowded shelters. Pet Network 
cares for animals until they are 
ready to be adopted into loving 
homes across the Tahoe Basin 
and beyond. Cats and dogs 
from across the western states 
are brought to the shelter 

where they receive medical 
care, behavioral enrichment, 
and of course lots of love 
and attention from staff and 
volunteers. 

Since its inception, Pet 
Network has rescued and 
rehomed more than 10,000 
animals in need, and new fur 
friends arrive to the facility 
weekly. Prior to adoption 
every animal is examined by 
the Pet Network veterinarian, 
Dr. Ryann Healy, who treats 
them for medical concerns, 
administers vaccines, and 
spays or neuters each animal 
before they are adopted out 
into the community. While 
waiting for their new families, 
dogs rest in spacious kennels 
that have large windows and 
give them individual access 
to their own outdoor wooded 
play yards. Adult cats lounge 
in their indoor/outdoor “catio,” 
complete with a fl at screen TV 

that imitates a fi sh tank, while 
smaller kittens tussle around 
safely in their indoor “kitten 
playground.”

The upbeat energy you feel 
when walking through the 
humane society’s doors 
matches the growth the orga-
nization is experiencing. Staff 
bustle around the immaculate 
facility, tending to a new litter 
of kittens and consulting on 
the best video angles for a 
dog who will be featured 
on their Instagram page, all 
while a rather rotund lobby 
cat oversees the activity from 
her perch. The Pet Network 
team makes a concerted effort 
to ensure that the shelter is 
a place of love and laughter 
and new beginnings. From the 
afternoon “scent of the day” 
that wafts through the dog 
halls via diffuser, to specially 
made pupsicles and Kongs 
chock-full of peanut butter and 
treats, the animals are lovingly 
cared for by the Pet Network 
family while they wait for their 
forever homes. 

Pet Network’s warm, invit-
ing vibe extends beyond the 
care of its animals, and with 
an increase in community 

outreach events and collabora-
tions, the lifesaving work is 
touching communities in the 
Tahoe Basin and beyond every 
day. Cats and dogs who would 
otherwise be euthanized are 
brought to Pet Network where 
they receive the care necessary 
to adopt them out into the 
community. More than 645 
animals were rescued by Pet 
Network in 2020 and this year 
the organization is aiming to 
top that.

How you can help

Incline Village’s beloved 
humane society has big 
plans for the future! As the 
shelter continues to save the 
lives of animals across the 
western states, with a small 
but dedicated staff, the help 
of volunteers is more integral 
than ever to the mission. The 
shelter has a host of volunteer 
opportunities available for both 
hands-on animal lovers and 
individuals who would prefer 
to contribute to the cause by 

working at the Pet Network 
Thrift Store, taking photos of 
animals, or helping out the 
front desk staff. Shelter visitors 
are welcome seven days a 
week, so stop by for a tour and 
say hello to the furry residents!

Pet Network is honored to 
carry out the special work of 
changing the lives of rescue 
animals, and it is so thankful 
to the Tahoe community for 
its ongoing support. Inquire  
about volunteering via volun-
teer@petnetwork.org and stay 
informed via the newsletter 
and social media (linked in 
online version of this article).

~ Hillary Abrams is the Pet 
Network’s director of develop-
ment. Hillary served in the 
Peace Corps and earned her 
master’s degree in philanthropy 
from NYU. She has lived all 
over the U.S. but her favorite 
place is close to her family in 
Lake Tahoe. Hillary is dog 
mom to Lolita, a mischievous 
long-haired Dachshund rescue.

Moonshine Ink’s Opinion section 

is a platform for our readers to share their viewpoints 
on important issues or react to Ink reporting. We 
believe open dialogue is critical for civil discourse and 
democracy thus submissions are greatly encouraged 
(email editors@moonshineink.com). At times, staff will 
solicit opinion pieces on particular topics. 

Opinion pieces are fact-checked and edited for style and 
clarity. The author’s opinion is his or her own and does 
not refl ect the stance of Moonshine or its staff. 

Pet Network Provides for Our 
Furry Friends

OPINION

MY SHOT
By Hillary Abrams
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THANK YOU FOR 
SUPPORTING TDMA!

The Truckee Downtown Merchants 
Association (TDMA) is a 501c6 non-profit 

that works to create and maintain a beautiful and vibrant 
downtown that sustains business and the community. 
TDMA produces events and supports projects that enhance 
economic vitality for Truckee.

COVID-19 continues to impact our 
ability to produce events that our 

community enjoys. We regretfully canceled the September 
Truckee Thursdays, Art & Soul ArtWalk, and Cocktail Bingo for 
2021. These events are TDMA’s main source of revenue created 
to support our vibrant business community.

Please support a community tradition that has 
touched generations. Your donation will support 

Downtown Holiday and Year-Round Lighting as 
well as TDMA’s ability to continue working 
with small business addressing and 
implementing strategies in response 
to COVID-19 and beyond.

WHO ARE WE?

OUR COVID-19 STORY

THE ASK

Money raised will support Holiday and Year-Round Lighting of 
Historic Downtown Truckee and COVID-19 response projects 
created to ensure economic vitality for downtown Truckee.

LIGHT UP
HISTORIC DOWNTOWN TRUCKEE!

H I S T O R I C T R U C K E E . C O M
TDMA IS A 

NON-PROFIT 
ORGANIZATION

FOLLOW
US ON

T R U C K E E  D O W N T O W N  M E R C H A N T S  A S S O C I A T I O N

2021

H I S T O R I C  D O W N T O W N
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SUPPORTING TDMA!

Downtown Holiday and Year-Round Lighting as 
well as TDMA’s ability to continue working 

DO N AT E
at

historictruckee.com

OPINION

I have been an actively 
involved community 
member and resident 
for some 45 years. I 
participated in Truckee’s 
original general plan 
development. I have 
seen and experienced 
significant growth and 
changes in Truckee. I am 
most grateful to be a part 
of this community: one 
that is very loved, one 
where people care about 
one another through 
thick and thin, one that is 
deeply concerned about 
the dramatic growth and 
use patterns we face 
today and their impact on 
our lovely environment 
and quality of life. I have 
had conversations with 
many residents, as well 
as participated in public 
meetings, and come away 
with the observation 
that we all share deep 
concerns regarding the 
feared loss of community 
character and small town 
nature, the degradation 
of our most sought after 
natural setting, and the 
presence of an infrastruc-
ture that cannot sustain 
the quality of life we all 
came here to savor. 

Lately, I have been 
finding myself feeling 
agitated and angry when 
confronted with what 
to me appears to be the 
“growth orientation” of 
the general plan update 

process. As I examine 
myself regarding the 
cause of these feelings 
I come up with “mourn-
ing.” Yes, I am mourning 
the “death” of our little 
mountain town and am in 
the anger phase of that 
mourning. I experience a 
sense of helplessness that 
I and much of our popula-
tion are not being heard. 

I am deeply concerned 
that the basic tenets 
of our existing general 
plan — which include 
protecting and enhanc-
ing the town’s character, 
promoting sustainable 
land use patterns, and 
preserving our natural 
resources — as well as 
the will of our residents, 
are being out-balanced by 
growth interests. All of 
the land use proposals in 
the general plan update 
are growth driven. As 
they call for significant 
increases in commercial/
industrial development, 
they drive up the spiral-
ing need for workforce 
housing. Thus, the hous-
ing crisis will continue 
and probably increase in 
an endless spiral. 

Neighboring communi-
ties are taking and have 
taken a more proactive 
approach regarding 
short-term rentals, public 
transport, and develop-
ment. What is holding us 
back from rising to the 
occasion and being will-
ing to act on behalf of the 
basic tenets and desires 
of our community. 

Additionally, we are 
hearing about the needs 
for housing that is afford-
able to all parts of our 
population, including 

housing for seniors and 
other specific sub-groups. 
I must point out that 
according to studies, 
housing that integrates 
all people works best for 
everyone. 

Perhaps a step back in 
our planning process 
is in order. Perhaps we 
need to take a long hard 
look at those basic tenets 
of what we want in our 
quality of life here in 
the mountains. The bear 
population certainly 
would appreciate that, 
and if they could, they 
would have some things 
to say about it. We need 
to right this growth 
imbalance by going back 
to basics, to align as a 
community, the citizens, 
town government, special 
districts, and elected 
officials. 

I look forward to continu-
ing dialogue regarding 
our lives in this grand 
environment.

~ Rolf Godon has been a 
full-time resident in the 
Truckee/Tahoe area since 
1974, and has lived in the 
Truckee historic district 
on the Truckee River 
since 1986. He has been 
concerned about “growth” 
for much of that time. In 
1987, he became involved 
in a grass roots movement 
(MAPF/MAP) to stop 
a K-Mart development 
proposal. More recently 
he was part of a citizen 
movement to save the 
Veterans Memorial Hall. 
He has a deep connection 
and loves this community 
and continues to fight to 
maintain this special place.

Mourning the Death of Our 
Quaint Little Mountain Town 

Truckee plan needs less growth, more quality

MY SHOT
By Rolf Godon
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I am a Tahoe Donner home-
owner whose family roots in 
this community date back 
to 1973 when I helped my 
father build a family cabin 
on Northwoods. I still ski 
pretty regularly at Tahoe 
Donner’s downhill facility, 
and became a perennial 
season pass holder shortly 
after purchasing a cabin in 
this community.

Tahoe Donner has a 700-
foot vertical drop ski hill 
with beginner and interme-
diate terrain served by two 
chairlifts. We market the 
facility as “the best place to 
begin” and emphasize chil-
dren’s lessons. Only about 
30% of our homeowners 
regularly visit or ski at the 
Tahoe Donner facility, which 
is operated as a public 
amenity open to everyone, 
like our golf course and 
Nordic ski operation.

Most Tahoe Donner home-
owners seem to agree that 
the existing day lodge at the 
ski hill should be replaced, 
modernized, and made ADA 
compliant. Most agree that 
it should continue to serve 
homeowners, their guests, 
and the general public. Plus, 
we’d all like more indoor 
space on holidays where 
larger crowds coincide with 
a decreasing number of 
stormy days.  

Unfortunately, Tahoe 
Donner management and a 
board majority are promot-
ing a project that would 
nearly double the size of 
the lodge even though the 

total cost is unknown. No 
alternatives have been mod-
eled and the Tahoe Donner 
membership is riled up.  

The fast-brewing contro-
versy over the project is 
really about Tahoe Donner’s 
future: Will it remain a com-
munity for people who want 
to downshift daily life from 
urban noise and pollution, 
or will it become a resort 
with commercial interests 
becoming primary? Specific 
issues are how much to 
spend, how big a lodge 
to build, and whether the 
facility should accommodate 
space for staging summer 
events like weddings and 
banquets.  

The project would be the 
largest and most expensive 
capital project in the 
50-year history of the Tahoe 
Donner Association. It 
would drain our associa-
tion’s development fund and 
require substantial increases 
in HOA dues for at least 
four years.  

For decades, Tahoe Donner 
has been an affordable 
neighborhood for thousands 
of families who could 
not afford Martis Camp 
or other newer planned 
developments. Most of my 
neighbors do not want to 
accelerate the inevitable 
increases in assessments in 
order to pursue this project.

With the association not 
having a forum for broad 
community discussion, 
a group of homeowners 
recently surveyed 3,900 
of Tahoe Donner’s 6,500 
homeowners about the lodge 
proposal. Of the 1,200 
homeowners who completed 
the survey, an overwhelming 
majority of 78% support 
the HOA holding a special 
election so that all of 
our homeowners have an 
opportunity to vote on how 

much should be spent for 
this project. 

(Editor’s Note: Find this My 
Shot on moonshineink.com 
for links to survey results.)

Another concern about the 
project is how long we can 
expect to have good skiing 
at the base altitude of Tahoe 
Donner. If you review the 
promotional materials, you 
won’t find any mention of 
the risks associated with 
climate change, changing 
demographics, and shifts in 
consumer attitudes. Instead, 
the supporting “pro forma” 
analysis assumes that on 
average all of the next 40 
years will have the same 
number of skiers we had in 
2019 (a very good year for 
lift ticket sales), and that 
with annual price increases 
the facility would be more 
profitable year after year.  

For months, smoke has 
billowed from massive 
wildfires north and south 
of Truckee, particularly the 
Dixie, Tamarack, and Caldor 
Fires. Our air quality has 

been unhealthy and hazard-
ous. The intensity and rapid 
spread of these fires are 
indicators of climate change 
and ongoing drought condi-
tions that are dramatically 
affecting this region. The 
destruction of Greenville in 
Plumas County also graphi-
cally illustrates how quickly 
a wildfire can overwhelm 
fire suppression efforts and 
destroy a town in a few 
hours. 

This could happen to 
Truckee and Tahoe Donner 
with catastrophic and 
tragic results. However, 
the association’s staff and 
board of directors has 
paid little attention to the 
need to construct a third 
wildfire emergency escape 
route for Tahoe Donner 
residents. For many of us, 
this is a much greater and 
more urgent priority than 
depleting our capital project 
reserves for an oversized ski 
lodge facility used primarily 
by short-term renters and 
general public who patron-
ize our small ski hill. Would 

you invest your own money 
with a promoter who makes 
these arguments? I would 
not.

Instead, the association 
should address other 
community needs that more 
prudently use our financial 
resources, serve more home-
owners and their guests, 
plus reduce the financial 
burden on the membership. 
There is a long list of those 
needs but the community is 
consumed by the size and 
cost of a facility that will 
likely be looking for a new 
purpose halfway through its 
useful life.

~ Jeff Shellito is a Tahoe 
Donner homeowner whose 
roots date back to 1973 
when his family built a cabin 
on Northwoods. Jeff was a 
policy and financial analyst 
for the California Legislature 
and Government Affairs 
Manager for California Trout, 
a  fisheries and water policy 
non-governmental organiza-
tion. He is also an alpine and 
Nordic skier, plus an avid 
whitewater boater.

OPINION

MY SHOT
By Jeff Shellito

Building a Dirigible on the Eve of the Jet Age 
Will a new ski lodge at 6,750 feet become a museum 

for late great snow seasons?
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In 1971, Tahoe Donner 
developer Dart Industries 
built a real estate sales offi ce 
at the base of the neighbor-
hood’s planned downhill 
ski hill. When the ski hill 
opened, the real estate offi ce 
was converted into a make-
shift ski lodge.

Today, 50 years and several 
renovations later, the ski 
lodge has exceeded its useful 
life and must be replaced 
with a facility built to cur-
rent building and industry 
standards, and designed and 
sized to serve the HOA’s 
needs, both today and in the 
future. The ski lodge replace-
ment project has created 
debate within the HOA, 

which is now spilling over to 
the rest of Truckee. 

As former presidents of 
the Tahoe Donner HOA, 
together we represent more 
than 17 years of experience 
on Tahoe Donner’s board of 
directors, and over a century 
of Tahoe Donner home 
ownership. While no longer 
representing homeowners 
as board members, we 
share a continued commit-
ment to the Tahoe Donner 
community. Downhill ski 
lodge replacement has 
been contemplated since 
at least 2011, when the 
board approved the Tahoe 
Donner 2030 General Plan. 
Planning for the new facility 
has progressed steadily since 
the board voted in 2019 to 
proceed with replacement 
rather than renovation.

Though we embrace the 
community debate that 
the ski lodge project has 
inspired, there is one thing 
that must be beyond debate: 
the board’s solemn fi duciary 
duty to membership as a 
whole. Because they are 
fi duciaries, required by law 
to act for the benefi t of all 
Tahoe Donner homeowners, 
board members have a legal 
duty to put aside personal 
interests and opinions for the 
sake of the common good. 
Additionally, board members 
may not serve the special 
interests of pressure groups. 
As fi duciaries, they are 
legally mandated to serve the 
best interest of the member-
ship as a whole.

In forming their judgments, 
board members are legally 
obliged to rely on informa-
tion, advice, and reports 
prepared by knowledgeable 
HOA employees, experts, 
and professionals. This 
careful process is intended to 
ensure that board members 
avoid a rush to judgment, 

and base their decisions 
on the best information 
available. As former HOA 
presidents, we know that 
there are many varied and 
valuable opinions among 
Tahoe Donner’s nearly 6,500 
voting members. Decisions 
benefi t from a diversity 
of perspectives, so every 
director should welcome 
member input on all matters 
before the board. However, 
diverse member opinion 
cannot replace a director’s 
legal duty to base decisions 
on good faith business judg-
ment grounded in reasonable 
inquiry, valid information, 
and competent advice.

Recently, a pressure group 
hostile to the ski lodge 
proposal under consider-
ation has begun a divisive 
campaign to spread misinfor-
mation, to denigrate the duly 
elected board, to discredit 
Tahoe Donner’s staff, and to 
disparage the expertise of the 
HOA’s hired consultants. An 
apparent goal of this pressure 
campaign is to interfere with 
the board’s fi duciary duty to 

make carefully considered, 
well-informed decisions 
representing the interests of 
all HOA members.

Instead, before the staff 
has completed its work and 
the board its due diligence, 
and before all the relevant 
information is confi rmed, the 
pressure group appears to 
favor disrupting the careful 
and transparent planning 
process to force a politically 
charged referendum to 
impose an arbitrary spending 
cap on the ski lodge project.

Although the project has 
been studied for many years, 
the design planning process 
for a new Tahoe Donner ski 
lodge is in its early stages. 
A fi nal proposal is months 
away, with many questions 
still to be answered. We 
depend on the board, as 
fi duciaries for all Tahoe 
Donner homeowners, to 
work with the HOA’s staff 
and its expert ski industry 
consultants to ensure that 
all HOA members are given 
clear, concise, and accurate 

information about the pro-
posal’s details and rationale.

Tahoe Donner’s original ski 
lodge provided many beauti-
ful family memories over the 
last 50 years. Today, it is time 
to build a new ski lodge that 
is appropriately sized and 
designed for Tahoe Donner’s 
next 50 years. We urge the 
board to continue to act with 
prudence and diligence in 
planning for a new ski lodge, 
and we ask our fellow HOA 
members to join together, 
united in a reasonable and 
respectful spirit, to support 
the board’s fi duciary duty to 
our Tahoe Donner commu-
nity as a whole.

~ Four Tahoe Donner Board 
of Directors past presidents, 
Jeff Bonzon, Tom Johns, Steve 
Miller, and Jim Stang are 
heavily involved in the commu-
nity. All retired after fruitful 
careers spanning insurance to 
fi nance to programming, and 
together the four have over 
17 years of experience on the 
board.

OPINION

Fiduciary Duty, 
Not Further Division

Tahoe Donner protocol must be upheld in lodge decision 

MY SHOT
By Jeff Bonzon, Tom Johns, 

Steve Miller, and James Stang
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As we move into fall, 
I keep hearing one 
question from all my 
clients: Is the real 
estate market cooling 
down yet?

On the heels of last 
year’s pandemic 
shutdowns, the value 
of Tahoe/Truckee real 
estate skyrocketed. 
The volume of sales tripled in some 
markets, and the median sales price 
rose for the first time ever to more than 
$1 million in most of our markets.

What goes up must come down. That’s 
what my clients keep telling me.

But that’s not what the data shows … 
at least not so far.

We are not seeing the sort of panic 
buying we did last summer. And 

anecdotally, there are definitely 
fewer buyers in town than we 
saw earlier this summer. Schools 
are back to live learning in 
many of our Bay Area feeder 
markets, parents are taking kids 
to college (unheard of last year), 
and fire smoke has kept many 
would-be buyers at bay.

But if the market itself were 
truly “cooling,” we could expect 
to see attractive price reduc-

tions and more homes wallowing on 
the market. And that’s not the case.

All of our major markets are seeing 
two months or less of inventory. That 
measures the pace of sales over the 
past year with the current number of 
homes for sale. Six months of inventory 
(or home supply) is regarded as a bal-
anced market that favors neither sellers 
nor buyers. Less than six months is 
thought to be a seller’s market, and 
more than six months favors buyers.

Tahoe/Truckee (including the lake 
and the ski areas) has just 1.2 
months of inventory; in Incline 
Village and Crystal Bay it’s two 
months, and on the East Shore 
of Lake Tahoe stretching down 
to South Lake Tahoe, it’s about a 
month and a half.

Technically, it’s still a seller’s market. 
But, perhaps not at any price.

When the Covid shutdowns were 
lifted last summer, money flowed 
into Tahoe like water. And it was not 
uncommon for real estate agents to 
have little more than two or three 
homes to show buyers in major mar-
kets like the West Shore, Lahontan, 
or Tahoe Donner. (Plug that into the 
“months of supply” equation above, 
and you have a market where sellers 
can literally set their price.) That’s 
changing as we head into fall.

Consider Incline Village, for exam-
ple. The median sales price for the 
335 homes that have sold there over 
the past 12 months has been $1.785 
million, but the median asking price 
of the homes currently for sale there 
is a little over $3.5 million.

The same is true for Tahoe/Truckee 
on the California side. The median 
sales price over the past 12 months 
is a hair over $1 million, but the 
median asking price at the end of 
August was $1.65 million.

The market is not cooling; it seems 
to be stabilizing. And it remains to 
be seen where the point of equaliza-
tion will be reached.

While it would seem demand is waning 
as we move into fall, we have seen 
more homes change hands at closer to 
their asking price in 2021 than we did 
the year before.

On the California side of Lake Tahoe, 
more than half of the homes sold in 
2020 closed at less than their asking 
price (on average, 2% under). This 
year, more than half sold at or over 
asking.

The luxury lakefront market has also 
followed suit with more homes selling 
at or close to asking this year than 
in 2020. The same was true for the 
Nevada side of the lake, although 
lakefront sales prices in Nevada have 
trailed 7% below asking on average so 
far this year.

Fueled by demand from well-heeled 
buyers seeking an escape from 
California taxes, the East Shore saw 
22 lakefront homes change hands over 
the past 12 months. But by the end of 
August, we had only two for sale — a 
Glenbrook estate for $43.5 million, and 
a family compound near Thunderbird 
Lodge listed for $25 million.

Prices, like always, will continue to 
respond to the interplay of supply and 
demand. But with smoky skies, and 
Bay Area kids heading back to school, 
this fall could be the time to pick up a 
deal in those markets with more than a 
few eager sellers.

~ Please call or email me if you would 
like a personalized valuation of your 
home or neighborhood. (775) 391-9443, 
jackie@tahoeishome.com  

HOME FRONT

Market Madness
Have home prices started a fall 

cool-down?

LAKEFRONT LUXURY: Potential luxury homebuyers seeking lakefront property along the shores of 
Tahoe often look for possibilities on the more “tax-friendly” Nevada side of Big Blue. This property, 
featuring a massive lakeside breakwater with interior 36-foot floating pier, two deeded buoys, private 
swim area, and an incredible deck with a built-in barbecue, refrigerator, and more, sold this summer 
for $11 million. Photo by Brad Scott for Mike Dunn Properties/Chase International

HOW’S THE MARKET
By Jackie Ginley

Back to Our Roots: Men’s & Women’s Now in One Store!
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HOMES FOR SALE
Single-family homes for sale as of Sept. 1

Including 11 Tahoe Lakefronts

HOMES PENDING
OR CONTINGENT

Single-family homes pending as of Sept. 1

Including 3 Tahoe Lakefronts

Truckee*         North & West Shores**         Incline Village/Crystal Bay

U N I T S  S O L D Single-family homes sold 
as of Aug. 31

REGIONAL MEDIAN HOME PRICE = $1.11M

MEDIAN PRICE Single-family homes median price 
as of Aug. 31
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In the Tahoe Sierra MLS for the month of August, single-family home sales 
volume decreased 8%, while median price dropped 9% from the previous 

month. Sales volume was down, however — 35% in comparison to a year 
earlier in 2020. The median price climbed 17% against the same period last 
year. With the current wildfi res, we will see a pause to current activity as the 
region focuses on safety and recovery. 

~ Bill Dietz, principal broker of Tahoe LuxuryProperties

*Includes Northstar **Includes Squaw Valley and Alpine Meadows

~ Data taken from the Tahoe Sierra MLS and Incline Village MLS.

Brought to you by

TLUXP.COM

HOME FRONT

775-391-9443 | Jackie@TahoeisHome.com  | www.TahoeisHome.com | Broker NV. 145245 CA. 1969342

Expect Excellence

Unparalleled Advertising | Proven ResultsUnparalleled Advertising | Proven ResultsJackie GinleyJackie Ginley 
INTERNATIONALINTERNATIONAL

2001290

Roxanne Duffi eld Ins Agcy Inc

State Farm, Home Offi ce, Bloomington, IL

Right coverage. 
Right price.
Right here in town.

LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR, STATE FARM IS THERE.®
Roxanne Duffi eld, Agent
Insurance Lic#: 0L53516
insuranceroxanne.com

530-550-9000

Here’s the deal. The right insurance should help you 
feel confi dent and comfortable. I’m the right good 
neighbor for that. Call me today.
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READERS REFLECT
Submit letters to editors@
moonshineink.com

In response to Defi ning the 
End of Caldor and Dixie, 
online only

No Fire Fear-Mongering 
I was a fi refi ghter for 31 years. 
Great writing and info by Alex 
Hoeft, no fear-mongering, just 
quick explanations of terminol-
ogy by the folks that know. 
Outstanding! Keep up the good 
work. 

~ Pat Dillon, Truckee, via 
letter

In response to Ink-obtained 
video footage of the Donner 
Pass Road structure fi re on 
Aug. 30

Been a Long Time Coming 
Land/forest management 
has been poor for decades in 
California. Since at least the 
mid ’90s. My parents used to 
live in Paradise and a good 
friend lived there when that fi re 
went thru. My parents former 
house survived but my friends 
was destroyed.

~ Steven C. Walker, 
Truckee, via Facebook

In response to A Force 
Named Sandy

Prayers for a Powerhouse 
Wow. Sandy. Wow. I don’t 
know you but we have mutual 

friends. What an amazing 
advocate for change and for 
patients’ rights you have been. 
What a beautiful legacy to 
leave. Your family and you 
should be so proud. My best 
and love to you. <3.

~ Keri Paulson, Truckee, via 
Instagram

In response to Sierra Watch 
victory over Alterra in devel-
opment lawsuit

Dear Tahoe/Truckee ...
We did it.

Alterra Mountain Company 
tried to remake our region with 
reckless development. They 
tried to bully their way into 25 
years’ worth of development 
in Squaw Valley — highrises, 
rollercoasters, and an indoor 
waterpark.

But we stood up to them, 
and, as of last month’s court 
decision striking down their 
entitlements, we turned them 
back. Alterra might try to 
revive their project, and, if 
they do, Sierra Watch and the 
Truckee/North Lake Tahoe 
community will be ready for 
them. For now, we should 
take stock of our remarkable 
accomplishment: a grassroots 
army of purple-clad mountain-
huggers kicked the big, bad 
private equity billionaires down 
the hill. And we all deserve a 
moment to exhale, high fi ve, 
and raise our fi sts in triumph.

It’s been ten years since KSL 
Capital Partners turned their 
voracious eyes towards Tahoe 
and bought Squaw Valley. Five 
years later, they released their 
monstrous plans, including: 
1,493 new bedrooms in a series 
of highrise condo-hotels, many 
of which would be nearly 100 
feet tall; a 90,000 square foot 
indoor waterpark with water-
slides, indoor waterskiing, wave 
riders, fake rivers, arcades, and 
more; and 21 timeshare man-
sions on currently undeveloped 

land in the mouth of Shirley 
Canyon.

As the fi eld organizer for 
Sierra Watch’s campaign to 
Keep Squaw True, I had the 
chance to talk to many — 
maybe thousands — of you 
throughout the years, whether 
on a chairlift or on the phone. 
And it was clear: if we could 
combine our shared passion for 
this awesome place, we could 
protect it.

So we did. We signed the 
petition. We turned out for 
public hearings. We wrote com-
ments and letters. We made 
donations. And it worked. 
Meantime, KSL became 
Alterra Mountain Company. 
Their hired hands in Squaw 
Valley came and went. Placer 
County rubber stamped their 
proposed development. But we 
stayed true.

And we won—for ten years 
and counting. Think of what 
we now know going into it. 
That their project would add 
thousands of car trips to 
our traffi c mess — and the 

pollutants that are robbing 
Lake Tahoe of its clarity. That 
it would take more than ten 
hours to evacuate Squaw Valley 
alone when wildfi re strikes ... 
ten hours just to travel three 
miles to a gridlocked Highway 
89. That Alterra’s development 
would deepen our workforce 
housing crisis, adding 500 
employees with no place to live, 
looking for a home.

If we have to do it all over 
again, we will. Because this 
place — because we — are 
worth it.

~ Chase Schweitzer, Sierra 
Watch/Tahoe Truckee True, 
Truckee, via letter

In response to Rising 
Covid-19 Case Numbers, 
Slow Immunization Rates, 
Renewed Mandates

Top Notch Covid Coverage
Thank you for an informative 
article with clear numbers. 
Appreciate your reporting.

~ Leslie Pullen, Truckee, via 
Facebook

OPINION

 S O L U T I O N S  T O 
P U Z Z L E  PA G E ,  P.  5 0

CROSSWORD

SUDOKU

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

“YOU MAY NOT ALWAYS HAVE A 
COMFORTABLE LIFE AND YOU WILL 
NOT ALWAYS BE ABLE TO SOLVE ALL 
OF THE WORLD’S PROBLEMS AT ONCE 
BUT DON’T EVER UNDERESTIMATE 
THE IMPORTANCE YOU CAN HAVE 
BECAUSE HISTORY HAS SHOWN US 
THAT COURAGE CAN BE CONTAGIOUS 
AND HOPE CAN TAKE ON A LIFE OF 
ITS OWN.”

~ MICHELLE OBAMA

We want to know what you think 
of our coverage of local news, 
mountain life, arts, and culture.

We want to hear about the topics 
you care about in the community. 

Send letters to the editor to 
editors@moonshineink.com to see 
your name and thoughts in print!

Have a thought?
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Summer is coming to an end and it’s 
time to start thinking about winter. To 
make sure your house is winter ready, 
there are several home maintenance 
tasks you need to check off of your 
list. To make the process easier, it’s 
helpful to think about tasks for both 
the inside and outside of your home.

Starting with the outside of the house 
makes sense, because it’s not unheard 
of for it to snow in September. Here 
are our top priorities for the outside of 
your mountain home.

• Clear leaves and pine needles from 
roofs and gutters. This task should 
have been done before fi re season, 
but it’s good to clean them again 
before winter to keep them clear.

• If you have not had your asphalt 
repaired and sealed, schedule 
an estimate and service for 
September. By October the 
temperatures are too low at night 
for sealant to adhere.

• Schedule a chimney inspection and 
make sure the chimney is clean 
and clear. Even gas stoves need to 
be cleaned periodically.

• Sign up for snow removal.

• Service your snowblower and make 
sure it is ready for any additional 
clearing needs.

• Cover or store outdoor furniture 
and barbecues.

• Make sure snow shovels and other 
clearing tools are accessible.

• Order fi rewood.

• Remove any items from your 
driveway, like fl ower pots, hoses, 
and garbage cans/green waste 
containers in preparation for 
driveway snow removal.

Once you have checked off your 
outside mountain-home maintenance 
tasks, you can focus on preparing your 
indoor space.

• Close foundation vents.

• Check the heating system and 
schedule service if needed.

• Check windows and doors for air 
leaks.

• Replace furnace fi lters. A good rule 
of thumb is to change 1- to 2-inch 
fi lters every three months, 4-inch 
fi lters every six months, and 5-inch 
fi lters every 12 months.

• Review the settings on your 
thermostat and adjust to changing 
temperatures.

• Turn on the heat tape on your roof 
or furnace condensation line.

As you are likely aware, local 
mountain home maintenance service 
providers can be pretty busy through 
the fall. To make sure you are 

prepared for winter, schedule your 
services ahead of time. This will save 
you time and eliminate the frustration 
of fi nding an available provider last 
minute.

While these are not home mainte-
nance tasks, the following will get you 
and your crew ready for winter fun!

• Organize and assess your winter 
gear.

• Tune skis or snowboards and deter-
mine if any new gear is needed.

• Bring your coats, boots, and winter 
clothing in from the garage or sort 
through what is in your home.

• Make sure sleds and snow toys are 
still usable.

Fall is a wonderful time of year for 
hiking, biking, and being on the water. 
Enjoy your outdoor activities while 
you check off the home maintenance 
tasks listed above. It’s time to take a 
deep breath, enjoy the slower pace of 
fall, and get ready for winter. Snow is 
on its way!

~ For more information on mountain 
home maintenance, please visit 
elementsmtn.co and follow us on social 
media.

HOME FRONT

Winter is  Coming
Now is the time to get a jump 

on winterizing your home

SPACE IT UP
BY AIMEE FUSZARD

Special to Moonshine Ink

SEAL OF APPROVAL: Home maintenance companies can book out weeks, even months, 
in advance. Even though winter seems like it’s so far away, now is the time to schedule 
things like driveway sealing, fi rewood delivery, and chimney sweeping. Courtesy photo

TRINKIE WATSON
NV BS.1022 | CA 00326518

530 582 0722
twatson@chaseinternational.com 
LakeTahoeLuxuryEstates.com

Take the Take the Pledge
To protect and preserve our precious Lake Tahoe.

NOW Hiring and Training for all positions. Call NOW!
Entrepreneurial Opportunities Available.

12177 Business Park Drive  |  Suite 9  |  Truckee
Monday - Friday  |  9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Thank you for your continued support of our business
& your effort to contain the virus in our community.

�
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MOUNTAIN LIFE

A great many signifi cant and notable 
events have occurred in the past 

year and a half, affecting people of all 
ages, all around the globe. Turn on the 
TV news or scroll through social media 
and you get swamped with negativity. 
Sure, there are positive news stories, 
but they get buried behind headlines 
that grandstand world events and get 
ratings. Journalism recruiter letter.ly 
on its blog reported that sensational 
stories make up 95% of media 
headlines, while approximately 90% of 
all media news is negative.

You can’t escape it. The headlines 
are everywhere, and it feels like it’s 
getting harder and harder to just be 
a kid and not have to worry about all 
the problems in the world. Of course 
it’s important for kids to be aware and 
learn about current events, but the 
never-ending stream of news can have 
negative effects on kids. The American 
Academy of Child & Adolescent 
Psychiatry states, “Seeing and hearing 
about local and world events, such as 
natural disasters, catastrophic events, 
and crime reports, may cause children 
to experience stress, anxiety, and fears.”

Right now, there’s enough going on to 
make your head spin.

The Covid-19 pandemic continues to 
be an ongoing threat. Schools returning 
in person brings worry for both parents 
and their children as the Delta variant 
spreads more rapidly and has already 
caused outbreaks in schools. We are 
left wondering how safe it will be, 
what precautions will be in place, and 
if other kids eligible are vaccinated, 
because some of us might not be old 
enough to get the vaccine yet.

Wildfi res are rapidly spreading 
throughout California, with many 
people having to evacuate. Thick smoke 
prevents outdoor activities, which are 
fundamental in Tahoe. Smoke from these 

wildfi res is even being blown all the way 
across the country.

Worries began to arise as the Taliban 
took over the Afghan government and 
ISIS-K claimed responsibility for the 
bombing of the Kabul airport. Thirteen 
U.S. service members were killed by that 
suicide bomber, in addition to nearly 400 
civilian casualties.

It seems there is a new mass shooting 
every day (especially in California). 
There are riots, looting, and murders.

Hearing about all the current events in 
the world can be a bit overwhelming. 
Letter.ly shared a report from Common 
Sense Media stating that 63% of kids 12 
to 18 years old say watching the news 
makes them feel bad, with those aged 10 
to 12 feeling the most affected.

Growing up in today’s world is a unique 
experience. In many ways, “normal” 
routines and activities are either no 
longer “normal” or simply not doable. 
It’s now diffi cult to just be a kid. What 
can we do without worrying? What can 
we do in the fi rst place? Something we 
can start doing is turning off the news 
for a bit. While it’s important to be aware 
of what’s going on, having the news on 
too frequently causes more stress and 
worry. On non-smokey days, get outside 
and play or go for a hike. Work on an art 
project. Teach yourself something new. 
Take a breath and just be a kid. There’s 
plenty of time for us to change the world 
but we don’t have to carry the weight of 
it on our shoulders.

~ Sierra Demarest is an 8th grade 
student at Alder Creek Middle School. 
She is a dedicated martial artist and 
has a love for the snow and the sports 
that come with it. Sierra enjoys crafting 
projects, dancing, and science. 

HEAVY WEIGHT: There’s so much going on 
in the world right now that it can put a lot of 
stress on kids. It’s important to take some 
time to disconnect and just be a kid.

BY SIERRA DEMAREST
Special to Moonshine Ink

Kids Perspective

The weight of the world The weight of the world 
gets a bit heavygets a bit heavy
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By Juliana Demarest
Moonshine Ink

SPORTS & OUTDOORS

There is so much happening 
in the world right now that 
it’s not unusual to feel a 

bit off. Perhaps you’re feeling 
overwhelmed, stressed, anxious, 
or depressed. If life has got you 
a bit off-kilter, it’s easy to find 
your way back to center — and 
everything you need to get there is 
right outside your door. 

Forest bathing is a way to not only 
connect with nature but also help 
yourself become more grounded 
and find a sense of equilibrium. 
It’s really quite simple and is all 
about getting back to the root of 
calmness.

“In forest bathing, we want to use 
all of the senses,” explained Tanya 
Fuller, shaman, reiki master, and 
owner of Three Feathers Holistic: 
Energy Healing & Wellness. 
Fuller said hands-on engagement 
can be an important part of the 
technique: “So, touch — even 
create touching, like picking up 
the soil or the dirt, feeling the 
pine needles in the hands — any 
way that you can connect.”

Getting started in forest bathing 
is as easy as stepping outside, 
especially if you have the good 
fortune of living in an area as 
beautiful as the Lake Tahoe 
region.

“Hug a tree,” Fuller says with 
a laugh but only half-joking. “It 
feels really good. And the trees 
respond.”

While it may sound hokey or 
cliché, there’s science to back 
Fuller’s practice. Trees, plants, 
shrubs, and flowers all possess 
chemicals called terpenes. Just 

breathing in these naturally 
occurring chemicals can have a 
soothing effect on the body. 

Coniferous forests and pinecones 
— which abound in the Sierra 
Nevada — contain high levels of 
the terpene alpha-pinene. In fact, 
a-pinene is the most abundant 
terpene in the world and contains 
anti-inflammatory, bronchodilator, 
and memory-boosting properties. 
Highly aromatic — it’s also found 
in potent plants like rosemary, 
juniper, and eucalyptus — 
a-pinene is commonly used in 
pine-scented products like candles 
and essential oils.

Taken from the Japanese term 
shinrin yoku, shinrin meaning 
forest and yoku meaning bath, 
forest therapy is all about 
immersing yourself in nature 
through the various senses. Try 
sitting down, closing your eyes, 
and just listening. Be intentional. 
Listen to the sounds nature 
has to offer in that particular 
moment: the crunch of a squirrel 
scurrying about, the thunk of a 
pinecone hitting the forest floor, 
the whisper of the breeze sifting 
through the treetops.

These days, our minds are so 
overstimulated that turning off 
the noise in our head so we can 
relax can be a challenge. Really, 
it’s as easy as putting one foot in 
front of the other. Literally. If you 
do get out in the woods but have 
difficulty getting in the moment, 
just walking through the forest, 

being mindful 
of your steps, is 
a great starting 
point.

“If [your] mind 
is going all crazy 
and you’re looking 
around but [are] 
not able to focus, 
the fi rst thing you 
can do is say, ‘I’m 
taking one step 
and I’m taking 
another step; I’m 
taking one step, 
I’m taking another 
step,’” Fuller said. 

“You’re just tuning into that energy 
… it slows everything down.”

Next, sit down and focus, taking 
your gaze a bit deeper, one step 
at a time. Find a sit spot; sit and 
observe. Look at a tree, then 
focus more closely on the bark. 
Look closer and notice lines in the 
bark, observe the colors. In the 
colors, you might pick up on finer 
details, such as an egg or insect 
resting upon it. This process, says 
Fuller, creates neuropathways, 
attuning us to the natural 
vibration of the earth and nature.

“If you tune into the energy … 
just tune into the rhythm, the 
breath of the forest, when you’re 
doing that, there is a peace that 
comes with it,” she said.

Breathing is another way to 
help get yourself more centered 
in nature. Fuller typically has 

clients start their sessions with 
simple deep breathing; in for five 
seconds, out for five seconds. And 
simplicity, she adds, is key. Some 
breathing techniques, such as 
those with widely varying breath 
counts, can be distracting because 
focus can fall more on getting the 
count right than the breathing 
itself. Fuller prefers the widely 
known “box breath” style, although 
in her world of fl ow and energy she 
prefers to call it “circle breath.” 
Practitioners breathe in for fi ve 
seconds, hold for fi ve seconds, and 
exhale for fi ve seconds, repeating 
the cycle again and again.

Fuller often has out-of-town visitors 
come to her Truckee offi ce seeking to 
re-center themselves through nature. 
She often sends them to the Martis 
Creek Wildlife Area along Highway 
267 where they can soak in the 
sounds of the birds and reconnect 
with nature, and in the process, 
reconnect with themselves.

The beauty of forest therapy is 
that it is unique to the individual. 
As long as you are out in nature, 
tuning out the noise in your head 
and using your senses to reset 
your energetic flow and become 
more grounded, you are doing it 
right. That could mean anything 
from sitting out in your backyard 
as the birds start to sing their 
morning song to claiming a spot 
on a Donner Lake dock and 
listening to the quiet splash of fish 
jumping as the sun warms your 
face, or even sitting along the 
banks of the Truckee River and 
listening to the rush of the water 
flowing over rocks.

“We want to get out of the 
head and into the heart,” Fuller 
explained. “Nature does not think 
about what it’s going to do next. 
It just does it. It follows this other 
flow. There’s a belief. It knows the 
sun will come up another day.” 

NATURAL CONNECTION: Using all of 
your senses during forest therapy helps 
foster a closer connection to the earth, 
especially touch. So grab a fi stful of dirt 
and let it slide through your fi ngers, glide 
your hand over the bark of a tree, or feel 
the varied texture of some pinecones. 
Photo by Juliana Demarest/Moonshine Ink

THESE DAYS, OUR MINDS ARE SO 
OVERSTIMULATED THAT TURNING OFF 
THE NOISE IN OUR HEAD SO WE CAN 
RELAX CAN BE A CHALLENGE. 
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 SOUL KITCHEN

Summer's Last StandSummer's Last Stand

Some things in life are sad, 
it’s true, and while summer 

isn’t one of them, its ending 
surely is. To stretch your 
summer and extend the joy and 
fl avors of the season into the 
reaches of fall, enjoy this menu 
of blistered shishito peppers, a 
classic Tuscan panzanella, and 
apple crisp dessert made solely 
from ingredients picked up at 
our local farmers market.

You won’t fi nd a strict recipe for 
this meal because, like summer, 
the time you spend cooking 
it is meant to feel carefree, 
even lazy. It’s perfect when 
warm days make you shy away 
from the hot stove in favor of 
lingering in the cool evenings 
on the patio. It’s also deeply 
satisfying and a breeze to throw 
together. Remember those 
summer days when you tossed 
a suit and beach towel in your 
bag and headed to the water for 
a day in the sun? Making this 
menu evokes the same sense 
of freedom. Whip this up and 
express yourself through its 
many creative variations. 

In the spirit of carefree 
summers, start with the 
blistered shishito peppers. 
(Don’t worry, their fl avor is 
mild and delicious.) You’ll only 
need a skillet, olive oil, salt, 
and lemon. Wash and dry the 
shishitos before tossing and 
coating them evenly in oil. 
(This eliminates excess oil in 
the skillet.) Preheat the skillet 
until a water droplet sizzles 
and evaporates, then stir every 
minute or so until the skins are 
nicely charred and blistered. (If 
this smokes out your kitchen, 
your temp is too high.) Serve 
them in a bowl with a squeeze 
of lemon and sprinkle with salt. 

Serve alone or alongside cheese 
and olives; you can’t go wrong 
with this irresistible fi nger food. 

The classic Tuscan panzanella 
is a chopped salad made from 
soaked dried bread and in its 
simplest form includes onions, 
tomatoes, and bocconcini 
(small, semi-soft mozzarella 
balls) dressed in olive oil and 
vinegar. Its simplicity, like a 
classic bikini, is wildly popular 
in summer when tomatoes 
are their ripest and full of 
the fl avor of long summer 
days. Gloriously, panzanella 
is a canvas for other fl avors of 
summer like cucumbers, basil, 
and herbs. Even bell peppers, 
olives, or capers are invited to 
this pool party. The great news 
is: There is no recipe, only a 
couple of important elements of 
this tossed salad. First, use dried 
(or toasted bread); it marinates 
in and soaks up the juices from 
the tomatoes, vinegar, and olive 
oil while providing a satisfying 
texture. Next, remember the 
secret to simple deliciousness is 
the quality of your ingredients, 
so use excellent vinegar. Finally, 
toss and serve your panzanella 
when the bread is softened 
but not soggy. This dish can 
be served as a meal in itself or 
topped simply with a boiled egg 
or a fresh piece of grilled fi sh if 
you prefer a more fi lling meal. 
Either way, the warmth and 
charm of central Italy will fi ll 
your senses.

The perfect ending to this meal 
is an apple-blueberry crisp. 
Crisps are different than a 
betty, cobbler, or crumble, and 
that’s great news. Again, no 
recipe needed. Grab apples 
from your favorite farmer (I 
love visiting John at the Truckee 

market) and remember to use 
multiple varieties in your crisp 
to vary its texture and deepen 
the fl avor profi le. Slice the 
apples, add berries, and toss 
them lightly with lemon juice 
before placing in a greased 
baking dish or individual 
canning jars. Then make an 
uncomplicated crisp topping. 
Just mix a small amount of 
a fl our — almond, rice, or 
wheat, for instance — with a 
texture (e.g. pecans, walnuts, or 
oats), plus any spices you like 
(cinnamon, nutmeg, etc.) and 
cut in enough butter (dairy or 
vegan, your choice) to create 
a mixture you sprinkle atop 
the fruit. Yes, you can use your 
fi ngers to mix in the butter. 
Oven bake till the topping 
crisps and the fruit bubbles like 
slow lava. Make fruit crisp in 
advance and experience carefree 
entertaining. (We keep a large 
bag of crisp mix in the fridge 
so we can make it on the spot 
all summer long.) Serve it hot 
or cold, topped with crème 
Chantilly (a fancy word for 
sweetened whipped cream) or a 
la mode.

There are so many great 
reasons to relish this menu. 
Grab everything at our local 
farmers market and unchain 
yourself from the stove. Play 
with the butter like a kid in the 
sand. Above all else, savor our 
wonderful Tahoe summer a little 
bit longer with every bite.

~ Holly Verbeck and her husband, 
Chef Grog, are the founders of 
HeyChef!, the area’s premier 
culinary staffi ng company. Since 
1997 their private chefs, servers, 
and bartenders make in-home 
entertaining personal, distinctive, 
and effortless. 

BY HOLLY VERBECK
Special to Moonshine Ink

TASTE OF TUSCANY: Stretch out the 
summer season with this perfect panzanella. 
A combination of soaked dried bread, onions, 
tomatoes, and bocconcini dressed in olive oil 
and vinegar, it’s a simple yet delicious way to 
fi nish up the summer tomatoes on those last 
lingering hot days. Courtesy photo
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ARTS & CULTURE

BY EVE QUESNEL
 Special to Moonshine Ink

ARTS & CULTURE

VALLEY VIEW: Despite helping to conduct the 2021 conference in a virtual 
format, Sands Hall still enjoyed a view of the mountain during the poetry 
workshop. Courtesy photos
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A fter 51 years of summer weeks in 
which writers have congregated 

in the Sierra for the Community of 
Writers’ annual conference, who would 
have thought there’d be an August in 
Olympic Valley when authors’ voices 
would be silent? But in 2020 and 
2021, the silence was profound. No 
words resonated below the tram and 
chairlifts of Squaw Valley ski resort. 
No voices rose to meet the high 
granite walls. No poets were present. 
No screenwriters. No novelists. No 
memoirists or essayists. Yet, there was 
chatter this year. A lot of chatter — in 
a virtual valley.

In 2020, for what was supposed to 
be the Community of Writers’ 50th 
celebratory year, the poetry workshop 
and two small fi ction and memoir 

workshops moved online, another side 
effect of the Covid-19 pandemic. “The 
key term is pivot,” noted Sands Hall, 
daughter of Oakley Hall, co-founder 
of the Squaw Valley Community of 
Writers (now Community of Writers). 
Instead of postponing, we pivoted.”

With the help of Tahoe locals Julia 
and Jared Drake of Wildbound Media, 
Hall’s sister Brett Hall Jones’s ingenu-

ity in mixing things up as executive 
director, and the willingness of the 
Community’s board and staff to 
change protocol, the conference forged 
forward. Despite changing the format 
into one that is virtual, maintaining 
the sense of community that inspired 
the name Community of Writers in the 
fi rst place was a priority. In addi-
tion to a variety of virtual offerings, 
Wildbound aided in creating Festival 
Day, a free, daylong gathering of writ-
ers in the virtual valley, featuring craft 
talks, panels, fi ction and nonfi ction 
readings, poetry, music, and more. The 
virtual option allowed Truckee/Tahoe 
locals and others to attend. 

In a time when many have had about 
all they can bear of living in a virtual 
world, by the time planning started 
for this summer’s conference, it 
wouldn’t have been a surprise for Hall 
to develop an aversion to all things 
web, Zoom especially. Not only did 
Hall embrace the virtual format, she 
enthusiastically endorsed it, and for 
the 2021 series larger groups of fi ction 
and nonfi ction moved online as well.

This summer’s workshop found Hall, 
co-director of the memoir/nonfi ction 
program, newly energized and passion-
ate about the virtual option, and she 
beamed with pride at her sister’s varied 
contributions and the event’s overall 
success. When asked what format the 
workshop might take next year, Hall 
said it’s “hard to say.” With Covid case 
numbers steadily climbing, events are 

already being canceled left and right 
and uncertainty about what the future 
holds has planners hesitating.

The Community of Writers was 
established in 1969 by novelists Blair 
Fuller and Oakley Hall, both of whom 
raised their families in Olympic Valley. 
San Francisco writers David Perlman, 
Walter Ballenger, Barnaby Conrad, 
and John Leggett joined the creative 
think tank, becoming an integral part 
of the forum — and eventually moving 
on to found the Santa Barbara Writers 
Conference and the Napa Valley 
Writers Conference.

Over the years, Hall, a novelist and 
memoirist herself, has joined a lineup 
of well-known authors. In fi ction, 
guest speakers have included Amy 
Tan, Anne Lamott, Janet Fitch, Alex 
Espinoza, and Karen Joy Fowler. 
In nonfi ction, Julia Flynn Siler and 
Frances Dinkelspiel; poetry, Kazim Ali 
and Brenda Hillman; and in memoir, 
Gail Tsukiyama and Grace Talusan. 

As for the controversy of the confer-
ence’s original nomenclature, Squaw 
Valley Community of Writers, Hall 
recounted how when she was grow-
ing up in the valley she loved seeing 
a certain logo of a Native American 
mother and her papoose. But, now 
knowing the pejorative meaning 
of squaw, she proclaimed, “The 
nuances of that word are extremely 
degrading.”THE WRITE STUFF: Sands Hall, left, and Bobbie Ellerby, right, get 

down to business during a playwriting workshop rehearsal in the 1970s.  
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Sands Hall, Brett Hall Jones and the 
Community of Writers board strive 
to be sensitive in their outlook and 
behavior, and yes, name, which grants 
another benefi t to a virtual presence — 
diversity. With authors, teachers, and 
guest speakers tuning in from across 
the country and around the world, the 
makeup of staff and participants was 
more diverse than ever. Just another 
positive side of the virtual format.

Although virtual still provides a “place” 
to continue the telling of stories, surely 
Hall must have missed something by 
not mentoring in the valley she holds 
so dear to her heart.

“I do miss some parts,” she confessed, 
“I miss the aroma, the trees, the 
senses that are heightened in the 
mountains. I miss the spontaneity of 

someone passing me in the hall and 
telling me about a reading he/she/
they enjoyed or a workshop that was 
particularly fruitful. I miss the smaller 
encounters, such as someone dropping 
by the offi ce. And, it’s a funny thing, 
but there’s a foot railing at the bar in 
the Olympic Village that I always love 
putting my feet on while I drink a glass 
of wine and converse with a friend 
next to me. I miss that.”

Someone had mentioned to Hall that 
one of the highlights of the workshop 
in the past was gazing at the stars at 
night, high above the mountains. But 
Hall quoted Lisa Alvarez, co-director 
of the fi ction workshop with Louis B. 
Jones, who said that stars are above us 
all no matter where we live, so we can 
enjoy them wherever we are. 

ARTS & CULTURE

Sands Hall, author and teacher at 
the Community of Writers, said 
pivoting to hold the weeklong 
writing workshops online this 
summer created new opportunities. 
Here, she shares her top 10 
benefits of a virtual conference:
1. People from around the world can 
attend without the expense of fl ights 
and lodging.
2. Disabled participants can 
participate without traveling or 
needing a plan for accommodations. 
3. Some aspects of the conference 
can be pre-recorded; others can 
occur in real time. 
4. Costs of running the conference 
are much less. There’s no need to 
feed and house staff members, or to 
rent the large facility that houses the 
conference. 
5. Gatherings are offered with small 
groups on Zoom to promote a 
sense of community, in addition to 
the regular workshops, individual 
conferences, panels, and guest 
speakers.   

6. Local Truckee/Tahoe community 
members are still able to participate 
in readings and panels where 
they can ask questions or add 
commentary.
7. Where reserved or reticent 
participants might not engage or 
participate in face-to-face situations, 
they might feel freer to enter Zoom 
conversations.
8. “Virtual houses” recreate a popular 
aspect of the in-person conference 
in which participants are housed in 
vacation homes around the valley. 
Virtual houses are created by zip 
codes to offer participants another 
way — outside of workshop — to 
meet their fellow participants in a 
shared time zone.
9. “Open workshops” provide a 
fast-paced additional opportunity for 
participants to share their writing in a 
more spontaneous format. 
10. Fiction and nonfi ction “fi rst aid” 
sessions are offered online throughout 
the year to address the craft of 
writing, such as sentence structure, 
organization, voice, and language.

 FOUNDING FATHER: Oakley Hall, founder of the Community of Writers, 
and his daughter, now Brett Hall Jones, review Adelita proofs in 1975.  
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•  It doesn’t all fi t here. Visit moonshineink.com/tap for the full calendar, or to add an event.TAP CALENDAR

TAP HIGHLIGHTS: (Clockwise from top left) Light up the night at the Water Lantern Festival; virtual Mountains in Watercolor workshop with Atelier; learn the art of pine needle basket weaving at 
North Tahoe Arts; The Wailers stop in Nevada City with their latest tour, One World 2021; courtesy photos

THROUGH SUMMER

Editor’s note: You might fi nd that 
this rendition of our monthly TAP 
Calendar of events is not what you’d 
normally expect to fi nd. During this 
time of great uncertainty and turmoil, 
Moonshine Ink staff does not believe 
this is a time to encourage visitors to 
come to the Tahoe/Truckee area. With 
surging Covid-19 case numbers, and 
fi res leaving a path of destruction in 
this special place we call home, events 
are being canceled by the numbers. 
Here we bring you a selection of virtual 
programs, a few low-key local activi-
ties, a couple out of the immediate 
area, and a handful bigger events 
dated further out. Please keep in mind 
that a lot of circumstances may have 
changed between our press deadline 
and the time this issue of Moonshine
hits newsstands, so listings are subject 
to change or be canceled.

CANCELED
Sept. 9: Truckee Thursdays
Sept. 10: Tahoe Chocolate & 
Wine Festival
Sept 11: Truckee Tahoe Air Show
Sept. 11 & 12: Trails & Vistas Art 
Hikes, Donner Summit
Sept. 18: Art & Soul ArtWalk, Truckee
Sept. 18 & 19: Donner Party Hikes
Oct. 15: Truckee Downtown Mer-
chants Association Cocktail Bingo

POSTPONED
Heart of Gold bike race from Sept. 25 
to Nov. 20, Nevada City

CLOSED
Squaw Valley: The aerial tram was 
closed until further notice as of press 

deadline. Check squawalpine.com 
for updates .
National Forests: The U.S.D.A For-
est Service Pacifi c Southwest Region 
announced a temporary closure of all 
National Forests in California through 
Sept. 19 at 11:59 p.m. This order 
does not affect the Humboldt-Toiyabe 
National Forest, which is not in the 
Pacifi c Southwest Region.

ONGOING

Tuesdays
FAMILY | Baby Storytime
The Incline Village library hosts 
weekly storytime for babies and 
children up to 18 months from 11:30 
a.m. to noon. Enjoy stories, fi nger-
plays, and wiggle action as part of the 
experience to encourage a love of 
books, empower thinking, stimulate 
creativity, and promote an overall 
sense of wellbeing. Registration is 
required. Please indicate the number 
of children attending in your reserva-
tion. In alignment with current CDC 
and state guidelines, all library visitors 
over the age of two are required to 
wear masks. Info: free, Incline Village 
Library; washoecountylibrary.us 

Thursdays
WELLNESS | Tai chi, Meditation
Ethan Indigo, author and longtime 
tai chi practitioner, shares a tai chi 
class focused on principles and 
practices of healing and strengthen-
ing of mind, body, and spirit. The 
class will focus on Wu tai chi and re-
lated movements, philosophy for all 
levels. Beginners welcome. Contact 

Ethan at alpineethan@gmail.com to 
sign up and receive Zoom link. Info: 
10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., $10 per class; 
goodnesssake.org 

Sept. 14
COMMUNITY | Books and Brews
Calling all bibliophiles and hopheads! 
Grab your book club buddies or just 
a pal and join Friends of the Truckee 
Library for a mixer to learn about the 
campaign to build a new library and 
current library programs. Bring a book 
and take a book at the book swap and 
enjoy a complimentary beer at this free 
social event, held in the outdoor seat-
ing area at Donner Creek Brewing on 
Deerfi eld Drive in Truckee. Info: 4 p.m. 
to 6 p.m.; truckeefol.org 

Sept. 18 
FAMILY | Pajama Storytime
Relax after a long day with this 
evening story time for kids ages 3 
through 5. Bring your stuffed animals 
and come in your pajamas to this 
Facebook Live program by going 
online to facebook.com/nevadacoun-
tylibrary. Library staff will read books 
and sing songs that will help the 
kiddos get ready for sleepy time. Info: 
mynevadacounty.com/library

Sept. 18 & 19
FOOD & DRINK | Oktoberfest
This annual event transforms the Vil-
lage at Squaw Valley into the largest 
Bavarian playground in North Lake 
Tahoe, complete with authentic Ger-
man beer and Bavarian music and 
dance, plus the ever-popular Okto-

berfest Games and plenty of family 
fun. Enjoy live entertainment by Joe 
Smiell’s 20-piece Bavarian band, the 
Almenrausch Schuhplattler Dance 
Troupe and Alpentänzer Schuhplattler 
Dance Troupe, accompanied by the 
Alpentanz Kapelle Band throughout 
the day. Authentic brats, pretzels, 
Swiss slices, traditional European des-
serts like apple strudel and nussgipfel, 
and root beer fl oats for the kids will 
be available for purchase. Schedule 
of events and ticket pricing available 
online. And don’t forget to sign up for 
the lederhosen 5K run. Info: Saturday, 
noon to 6 p.m.; Sunday, noon to 4 
p.m.; squawalpine.com

ARTS & CULTURE | Sleeping Beauty
Ballet Performance Live on Stage
The A.V.A. Ballet Theater 2021 fall 
gala season opens with Sleeping 
Beauty at the Pioneer Center for 
the Performing Arts in Reno. Show-
times are 8 p.m. Saturday and 2 p.m. 
Sunday. Tickets are still available. 
The Reno Philharmonic Orchestra 
will perform the haunting score to 
this wonderful ballet. Restaged and 
rechoreographed by Alexander Van 
Alstyne, Sleeping Beauty is the story 
of a beautiful princess who is cursed 
by the evil Carrabosse. Professional 
dancers from throughout the country 
will star in the lead rolls along with the 
large cast from A.V.A. Ballet Theatre. 
Find tickets and Covid protocols on-
line. Info: pioneercenter.com

See CALENDAR p. 48

OCT. 8OCT. 6

OCT. 9
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Oct. 23: Darci Lynne and Friends  
My Lips Are Sealed (Except When They’re Not) 

Gather the kids and spend 
an evening at the Grand 

Theater when Darci Lynne 
Farmer brings her latest show, 
the My Lips Are Sealed (Except 
When They’re Not) Tour, to 
Grand Sierra Resort on Oct. 23.

Join Darci Lynne and her fuzzy 
friends — Oscar, Petunia, Edna, 
and Katie — for this family 
friendly performance that will 
have you laughing the night 
away. Tickets start at $29.50 
and are on sale now.

In 2017, Darci Lynne became the 
youngest contestant ever to win 
America’s Got Talent, singing 
The Beatles’ “With a Little Help 
from My Friends” with the help 
of her puppet friends Oscar and 
Petunia. Following her win, the 
young ventriloquist brought her 
show on the road and has been 
hitting stages around the coun-
try ever since. After her AGT win, 
Darci Lynne’s headlining show 
sold out in only six minutes.

The Oklahoma native, who 
turns 17 on Oct. 14, discovered 
a love for singing at a young 
age but was afraid of perform-
ing in front of audiences. 
She struggled with shyness 
throughout her childhood 
years until she found her voice 
through ventriloquism after 
meeting and becoming inspired 
by another young ventriloquist 
named Laryssa Bonacquisti. For 

her 10th birthday, Darci Lynne 
was gifted a puppet from her 
parents. In 2014, after only a 
month’s preparation, follow-
ing tips she’d gotten from 
Bonacquisti, Darci Lynne’s first 
performance was at a local 
talent show where she won first 
place. From there, fame came 
quickly after she appeared on 
the children’s talent show Little 
Big Shots in 2016 and then went 
on to win the 12th season of 
America’s Got Talent in 2017.

Darci Lynne and her puppet 
friends have been featured 
on numerous television shows 
including Food Network’s 
Kids Baking Championship, 
Nickelodeon’s All That, Ellen, 
The Kelly Clarkson Show, Today, 
A Very Pentatonix Christmas, and 
even her own Christmas televi-
sion special, Darci Lynne: My 
Hometown Christmas.

As per a public health directive 
by Nevada Gov. Steve Sisolak, 
guests at the performance will 
be required to wear masks 
indoors, regardless of vaccina-
tion status, due to the ongoing 
Covid-19 pandemic.

Info: doors open at 6 p.m., 
show starts at 7:30 p.m.; 
grandsierraresort.com

 
~ Juliana Demarest/Moonshine Ink

GETGET
OUT & GO

TAP CALENDAR

PUPPET POWER: Young ventriloquist Darci Lynne Farmer, who rose to fame after she became 
the youngest contestant to win the $1 million top prize on America’s Got Talent in 2017, brings 
her latest show to Grand Sierra Resort. Courtesy photo RE SERVAT I O N S H I GH LY RECO M M EN D ED

TO BOOK RESERVATIONS VISIT P ianetaRes taurantTruckee.com

DOWNTOWN HISTORIC TRUCKEE  |  530.587.4694  |  10096 DONNER PASS ROAD

Fine Dining Restaurant
Italian Restaurant

& Truckee Restaurant

VOTED BEST

THIS SUMMER
Outside Patio &

Inside Dining Options

530.587.2002             www.por tersimon.com

T R U C K E E     TA H O E  C I T Y    R E N O

ACCIDENT & INJURY ATTORNEYS
JUST ONE OF OUR MANY PRACTICE AREAS

CALL US FOR A FREE CONSULTATION
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Oct. 1 
EDUCATION | Learn the Art 
of Sewing a Quilt Collage
North Tahoe Arts is offering 
this new class with instruc-
tor Kim Maier, who is certi-
fi ed by quilt collage master 
Laura Heine. Participants will 
choose from three unique 
and fun designs. kits will be 
provided with top-quality 
fabric in bright fun colors 
that will make a brilliant 
piece of work. No sewing 
is needed with the fusing 
technique used. All supplies 
are included in the price of 
the class. Info: $95, 4 p.m.; 
northtahoearts

Oct. 6 
ARTS & CULTURE | Get 
Jammin’ with The Wailers
The Miners Foundry presents 
reggae legends The Wailers 
when they stop in Nevada 
City with the One World Tour 
2021. Bob Marley and The 
Wailers recorded, toured, 
and made history together 
between 1972 and 1981. It 

was Bob Marley himself who 
requested the Wailers stay 
together. Still carrying on the 
mission today are legitimate 
members, children of leg-
ends, and a host of immense-
ly talented musicians. Info: 
Tickets are $30 in advance, 
$35 at the door, 8 p.m. to 10 
p.m.; minersfoundry.org

Oct. 8 
ARTS & CULTURE | Mountains 
in Watercolor Workshop
We are surrounded by natu-
ral beauty here in the Sierra 
Nevada. In this workshop 
from Atelier in Reno, artists 
will draw inspiration from 
photos of local mountain 
peaks. Artist Claire Lawren-
son will cover basic water-
color techniques as partici-
pants create 5-inch-by-7-inch 
mountain landscape paint-
ings following her bright, joy-
ful style. Great for all levels, 
from those who have never 
painted with watercolors to 
experienced artists. Students 
can opt for a watercolor kit or 
use their own supplies. Sign 

up online. A zoom link will be 
sent 24 hours in advance for 
this workshop. The last day 
to have a kit mailed is Sept. 
27. Kits will be available for 
pick-up and delivery Sept. 
28. Info: $45, 4 p.m. to 6 
p.m.; atelierinreno.com

Oct. 9 
FAMILY | Light up the Night
The Water Lantern Festival 
at Sparks Marina Park is fi lled 
with fun, happiness, hope, 
and great memories that you’ll 
cherish for a lifetime. This is 
a family friendly event that 
can be shared by everyone. 
Friends, families, neighbors, 
and lots of people that you 
haven’t met can come to-
gether to create a peaceful, 
memorable experience. All 
lanterns, which are made from 
rice paper and wood, so they 
are as eco-friendly as possible, 
are illuminated with reus-
able LED candles and will be 
cleaned up afterward by event 
staff. Gates open at 5 p.m. for 
guests to enjoy food trucks 
and music. Lantern designing 
begins at 7:30 p.m. and the 
lantern launch runs from 8:30 
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. This event 
sells out so get your tickets 
early. Info: ticket prices vary; 
waterlanternfestival.com

ARTS & CULTURE | Pine 
Needle Basket Weaving
Join North Tahoe Arts for a 
unique chance to explore 
the artistic practice of pine 

needle basketry. Instruc-
tor Karey Dodge will teach 
simple stitches and tech-
niques of this ancient art 
form. Participants will create 
a basket with an eclectic fl air, 
made of authentic Tahoe 
pine needles, sure to be a 
reminder of the beauty of the 
area. Info: $65, 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m.; northtahoearts.com

Oct. 9 & 10 
OUTDOORS | Welcome Fall 
at Annual Bulb Festival
Enjoy autumn at the Wilbur D. 
May Arboretum while planning 
for a blooming spring gar-
den. More than 10,000 spring 
bulbs featuring 140 different 
varieties will be for sale includ-
ing tulips, daffodils, crocus, 
hyacinth, onion, garlic, peony, 
and more. Whether you want 
to add a few spring bulbs to 
your current landscape or you 
want to plant an entire bloom-
ing spring garden, this event 
will have everything you need. 
Garden professionals will be 
on hand to answer questions 
and offer bulb planting demos. 
Visit with local artisans and en-
joy delicious eats from various 
food vendors. Info: 9 a.m. to 
4 p.m.; mayarboretumsociety.
org/events

ARTS & CULTURE | Shop 
Creations of Local Artisans
Made in Tahoe celebrates all 
things local. The Village at 
Squaw Valley will host a wide 
array of offerings that are 

made in or inspired by the 
Lake Tahoe Basin and Truckee 
areas with more than 100 lo-
cal artisans, businesses, chefs, 
organizations, and entertain-
ers. Discover, explore, and 
experience this rich commu-
nity full of talented creators. 
Info: free, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.; 
squawalpine.com

Oct. 16 
FOOD & DRINK | Beer and 
Chili Fest Returns to GSR
Bean and brew lovers will 
rejoice this fall when Grand 
Sierra Resort and Casino 
welcomes back its annual 
Beer & Chili Festival. The 
event features live enter-
tainment; more than two 
dozen local, regional, and 
national craft beer favor-
ites; and GSR’s restaurants 
serving up chili samples and 
featured menu specialties. 
Eventgoers will have the 
opportunity to vote for their 
favorite beer and chili to be 
named “People’s Choice.” 
The restaurant and brewery 
with the most votes will each 
win a $1,000 donation to the 
charity of their choice along 
with a trophy and brag-
ging rights. Tickets on sale 
now at gsrbeerandchili21.
eventbrite.com. A variety of 
packages are available. 
Info: Tickets prices vary; 
grandsierraresort.com 

CALENDAR from p. 46

 BE KIND | BE CALMBE CALM | BE HELPFUL

115 Grove St. , Tahoe City CA 530-583-8551

christyhill.com

 EARTH TO TABLE

LEARN MORE AT TAHOEDONNER.COM/SKISEASONPASSES

DOWNHILL 
CROSS COUNTRY
COMBO

PLUS 
SEASON-LONG 
PROGRAMS ON 
SALE NOW

SKI SEASON 
PASSES ON SALE
SEPTEMBER 14

TAHOE DONNER DOWNHILL 
SKI RESORT
Tahoe’s Best Place to Begin with 
Wide Open Bowls and Plenty of 
Beginner Terrain

TAHOE DONNER CROSS 
COUNTRY SKI CENTER
Voted #1 Cross Country Ski 
Area by Sierra Sun readers six 
years running
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BY JULIANA DEMAREST
Moonshine InkSometimes the 

smallest gestures 
can make the biggest 
impact. For those 
who’ve been working the healthcare 
frontlines since the onset of the 
Covid-19 pandemic, the little things 
can lead to a huge boost in morale.

An April survey, published by the 
Kaiser Family Foundation and the 
Washington Post, found that more 
than 60% of frontline healthcare 
workers say the pandemic has 
negatively impacted their mental 
health. Even before the novel 
coronavirus reared its ugly head, 
the grueling demands of working 
in the industry were known to take 
a toll on the mental and emotional 
well-being of workers in the field. 
Recognizing such, the Tahoe Forest 
Health System in mid-2019 created 
a Peer Supp ort Committee.

“Emotional support is essential, 
especially in healthcare. Employees 

see and deal with 
challenges that are often 
stressful,” hospital chief 
of human resources Alex 

MacLennan explained in an email 
to Moonshine Ink. “A Peer Support 
Committee was formed … to be a 
resource to better understand these 
unique circumstances. Employees 
that serve on the Peer Support 
Committee have specialized training 
to help colleagues with these types 
of issues.”

As time went on, the hospital peer 
support umbrella expanded to 
include additional programs such 
as Courageous Conversations and 
Resiliency Rounds, which allow 
staff members to discuss chal-
lenges and frustrations in a group 
setting surrounded by supportive 
co-workers. The programs are led 
by staff members from all levels of 
the organization in both clinical and 
non-clinical areas. That means every 
employee who is part of the daily 

operations of the hospital — from 
kitchen staff and cleaning crews to 
physicians and nurses — can find 
the emotional support for which 
they might be in need.

“Healthcare employees are not 
exempt from feeling the same kinds 
of stressors on the job or at home 
during this pandemic,” MacLennan 
said. “All of TFHS’s employees play 
an integral role in caring for the 
communities we serve, and we’re 
grateful for how well our staff at 
all levels have pulled together as a 
team during this challenging time.”

Like many organizations, the 
hospital system, in an effort to keep 
spirits high, expresses its gratitude 
to employees on a regular basis with 
events such as employee barbecues, 
holiday parties, and special celebra-
tions for length of service (although 
the pandemic did put the kibosh on 
the annual employee picnic both 
this and last summer).

While bigger gatherings and celebra-
tions are great for boosting morale, 
smaller acts and gestures can make 
all the difference in someone’s day. 
That’s where the Sunshine Cart 
comes into play.

“The Sunshine Cart program started 
as another way to help boost morale 
and also introduce employees to 
the peer support program, includ-
ing resources that are available to 
them,” explained Paige Thomason, 
the hospital’s director of marketing 
and communications. “It’s been a 

fun way for employees to stop for a 
quick break during their busy day.”

The cart travels around the main 
Tahoe Forest Hospital campus 
once a week to all departments so 
everyone has an opportunity to have 
a snack. Smaller, off-site locations 
have sunshine baskets for the same 
purpose, so everyone is included. 
Each cart is stocked with a variety 
of sparkling waters and healthy 
snacks like granola bars, trail mix, 
and even a few sweet treats. More 
importantly, informational fliers 
about coping with stress, mental 
health, and other resources are also 
there for the taking.

Support from outside the health sys-
tem itself has also played an integral 
part in keeping up employee spirits.

“Our community support is amaz-
ing, and our employees are so 
thankful for this,” Thomason noted. 
“Generosity really does have a 
positive impact on everyone, in or 
outside of the organization. Our 
team was very grateful for the 
donated food and coffee and many 
positive and thankful letters we 
received about the quality of care 
that was received. These gestures are 
heartfelt and help keep morale high.”

As the pandemic continues to ramp 
up once again, with Covid-19 case 
numbers at their highest levels yet 
in the region, the community will 
no doubt step up to the plate to 
continue cheering on local health-
care workers. 

A TISKET, A TASKET, SUNSHINE IN A BASKET: Jessica Weaver and 
Megan Anderson enjoy the Sunshine Basket, provided by the Tahoe 
Forest Health System peer support team. The basket is fi lled with 
goodies (including healthy options) to spread morale after a tough day 
while also sharing information to learn about resources for peer support. 

IT’S A SUNSHINE DAY:
Lorna Tirman, patient 
experience specialist 

for Tahoe Forest Health 
System, is preparing the 

Sunshine Cart before 
visiting all the departments 

in the hospital to spread 
positivity on another busy 

day. Courtesy photos
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P A G EP U Z Z L E

 HOW TO SOLVE:
Each row must contain 
the numbers 1 to 9; each 
column must contain the 
number 1 to 9; and each 
set of 3 by 3 boxes must 
contain the numbers 1 to 9.
FIND THE SOLUTIONS IN 
THE OPINION SECTION.

Diffi culty: Easy    

Edited by Margie E. Burke

S U D O K U

WHAT IN THE WORLD?
CAN YOU GUESS WHAT THIS IS? >>>
Email your answer to quiz@
moonshineink.com for a chance to 
win a growler with a free fi ll from Alibi 
Ale Works. Must be 21 or older to 
claim. For those under 21, the prize 
is one of Alibi’s trademark mustache 
pretzels and a nonalcoholic beverage. 
Correct responses will be entered 
into a drawing from which a winner 
will be randomly selected. Submit 
your guess by Oct. 4.
LAST MONTH’S ANSWER: 
River fl oating tube
WINNER:
Tyler Post, Truckee

Q U I Z

The planetary movements in September help us to discover one of the 
less noticeable zodiacal constellations. Jupiter and Saturn, currently 
in the astrological sign of Aquarius, are traversing the constellation of 
Capricornus. The discrepancy between sign and constellation is due to 
the precession of the equinoxes, a phenomenon caused by the wobble 
of the Earth spinning upon is axis, which accounts for the shift in our 
starry perspective over millennia. Capricornus is a bit of an oddity. It 
is the smallest of the zodiacal constellations, a faint collection of stars 

known as the “sea goat.” Somewhat triangle-shaped, with its tip pointing southward, 
Capricornus lies low in the sky, east of the Milky Way. From mid-to-late September, 
Capricornus appears due south at approximately 9:30 p.m., directly below Deneb (the 
brightest star of the constellation Cygnus; refer to the previous edition of Moonshine Ink for 
details). The moon will pass west-to-east directly through the constellation on the evenings 
of Sept. 16 through 18. However, as the constellation is relatively dim, it will be easier to 
spot it on the night of the new moon, Sept. 8 (and again on Oct. 6). On these nights, the 
planets provide a better guide. Jupiter will lie atop the eastern-most and brightest star of 
Capricornus (Deneb Algedi aka “tail of the goat”), with Saturn just shy of its western edge.

Astronomy |Astronomy |

~ Dawn Andreoni is a yoga teacher and astrologer living on the North Shore of Lake 
Tahoe. You can find more about her offerings at celestialdawnastrology.com or follow 
her at facebook.com/astronotions.

In September, we are given greater access to the outer realm of the 
transpersonal planets. As the sun moves through Virgo and into 
the sign of Libra, it touches each of the outer planets in mellifl uous 
aspect. On Sept. 6, the sun in Virgo trines Uranus in Taurus. 
Changeable, chaotic Uranus is naturally at odds with the sign of the 
steadfast bull. However, with the connection to the sun in analytical 
Virgo, we can better discern how this discordant union is showing 
up in humanity’s current events. The following week, on Sept. 13, 

the sun opposes Neptune in Pisces. Traditionally considered a “disharmonious” aspect, 
this opposition illuminates our channel to the collective unconscious. Once again, the 
pragmatic quality of Virgo shines forth, helping us to decipher what the inner, symbolic 
landscape of our dreamworld is trying to communicate to our rational minds. A few 
days later, on Sept. 16, the sun trines Pluto in Capricorn, lending insight into the hidden 
power dynamics that control the fl ow of communal resources. At the end of the month, 
on Sept. 29, the sun in the early degrees of Libra trines Saturn, elevating the discourse 
and encouraging a disciplined diplomacy amongst competing authorities. 

Astrology |Astrology |

S T A R STHE By DAWN ANDREONI  |  Moonshine Ink

By Margie E. BurkeC R O S S W O R D

Brought to you by: 

ALIBI ALE WORKS
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Circus

by Tina Basich Haller

Growing up with a paint brush in her 
hand, Tina continues to create daily with 
her mother and 12-year-old daughter, 
Addison. Her latest artistic expression 
has come from the heart. Her daughter 
Addison was recently diagnosed with 
scoliosis. Her family’s challenging journey 
with the experience has infl uenced Tina’s 
current series of mixed media collages, 
which combines her daughter’s spine MRI 
images with vintage postcard fl owers 
and hand-drawn focal points. “I hope 
to raise awareness for scoliosis through 
my artwork, and show the beauty of our 
journey, and how much it has opened my 
heart,” she says.

Parting Shot

www.TahoeDaves.com

THANK YOU
MOONSHINE INK!

TAHOE
CITY

TRUCKEE 
DOWNTOWN

TRUCKEE
WEST

KINGS
BEACH

SQUAW
VALLEY

…AND DOCTORS, NURSES, HOSPITAL STAFF, PHARMACISTS, 
EMTS, POLICE, SHERIFF, FIRE FIGHTERS, SANITATION WORKERS, 

GROCERY STORE EMPLOYEES, INTERNET PROVIDERS, TRUCK DRIVERS 
& EVERYONE ELSE WORKING NOW TO HELP OUR COMMUNITY!

SPACIOUS DINE IN  & 
HEATED OUTDOOR PATIO

Takeout availability varies based on restaurant’s overall capacity 



Contact us to learn more about how to apply for 
the Workforce Rental Grant and help keep our 
region’s essential workers in the community.

VISIT: LandingLocals.com/WorkforceGrant CALL: (530) 290-6949

1,00072%
increase median house 
price in just two years.

new full-time 
residents 
have moved 
to Truckee in 
the past year.

+

Contact us to learn more about how to apply for 

Starting Aug 15, 2021 the 
new Workforce Rental 
Grant Program is providing 
Truckee property owners 
up to $10,000 for shi�ing 
their rooms and houses 
into rentals for our regional 
workforce 

Example Grant AmountsExample Grant Amounts

$2,100

Rent a room to a local employee
for 6 months

$2,100

$4,500

Rent an ADU to a local employee 
for 12 months

$4,500

$10,000

Rent a house to 2 local employees 
with a child for 12 months

HUNDREDS OF LONG-TIME LOCALS 
HAVE BEEN DISPLACED FROM THEIR 
RENTALS AMIDST TRUCKEE-TAHOE’S 
HOUSING BOOM.

HOUSING INSECURITY THREATENS THE VIBRANCY OF OUR COMMUNITY, AND THE TOWN 

OF TRUCKEE IS RESPONDING BY EXPANDING THE WORKFORCE RENTAL GRANT PROGRAM


